New Recycling
Plan Approved
In Step With State Codes
-By David GerberNews Editor

mately $80 per ton for the collected paper. As for where the
profits will be channeled, no decision has yet been reached.
The project will begin entirely under student leadership.
Hurd noted that as the program
grows offices and dorms will
eventually have receptacles for all
kinds of recylable materials.
Dartmouth,Brown,andTuftshave
aleady experienced much success
with their programs.
Hurd noted the help of Ron
Chan, Superintendantof Building
Maintenance as well as Steve
Kerriler '90, who have been instrumental in the planning of the
program.

According to the Progressive
Student Alliance (PSA), the College has approved plans to institute an eventually cost-free recycling program. In conjunction
with United Paper and Metal and
Buildings and Grounds, the PSA
has developed an expansionary
program that will begin by recycling paper in the Hallden Computer Center, the Mailroom, and
Central Services.
"Once we get it [the program]
off the ground, we can expand it
to every aspect of the school,"
{ said Clayton Hurd '92, who authored the proposal for PSA.
Although Buildings and
Grounds, Connpirg, PSA and
-By Kiliaen van Rensalear
others investigated recycling proand Dana Cimilucagrams last year, high costs and
changes in administration posiFollowing intense scrutiny,
tions sent their proposal back to Trinity's Racial Harassment Polthe drawing board. President icy has been revised. A new inEnglish signed one proposal be- formal process has been introfore he left, but a n e w duced, where if complainant and
fresident,and the loss of former respondent agree, the problem can
Assistant Dean of Students Paula be confronted in the presence of a
t Chu-Richardson, erased any con- moderator. Also, under the origi• tinuity.
nal policy, an alleged victim only
i
Connecticut has mandated had seven days to file a comI *at by January 1,1991, 25 per- plaint, but he now has thirty.
If the two parties are not sat• rent of the solid waste stream in
[ fie state must be recycled. Since isfied, or if they do not resolve the
t most of the solid waste stream is problem, a formal complaint may
[. jn the form of paper, Trinity is on then be submitted to the Racial
1 Us way to complying with that Harassment Committee (RHC).
The RHC is still comprised of
| mandate.
four students: Arlene Angulo
j
'"Whether we start it now or
late
[ <\" Hurd said, "it's going to (•90), Charles Bradley ('92), Sean
Cafferty ('92), and Ngoc Dung
'• happen."
Ho ('90); four faculty members:
|
Although cost was initially Dina Anselmi, Dan Lloyd,
5e
I en as an obstacle, the new pro- Naogan Ma, and Leslie Des« posal will actually becoming a mangles; andfour administrators:
f pr ° riN makingventure.Theschool April Brown, Reggie Kennedy,
f ^ist first invest money in the Linda McKinney, and Mary
lormof
bins for the paper, but the Rosenstock,
f
•cycling center will pay approxiIf either party is not content

Community Outreach Volunteers at a Habitat for Humanity Project. The Habitat Projects have been a year-long
undertaking for Community outreach.
photo by Kathleen Thomas

Racial Harassment Policy Amended
with the committee' s decision, an
appeal can be made to the a higher
board, the Racial Harassment
Committee Appeals Board
(RHCAB), which is comprised
of three members appointed by
the President: DeanDavidWiner,
Gale Woldu, and Mary McCormack. A final appeal may be
made to the President if either
party is still unsatisfied.
Under, both versions of the
policy, the names of those involved in a racial harassment in-

cident are not disclosed by the
Administration.
President Tom Gerety commented on the changes in the
semester-old Racial Harassment
policy. "We anticipated that the
committee would monitor its own
policies and procedures for change
as needed," he said,
"Any campus group should
feel free to communicate their
views to the Racial Harassment
Committee as many did at the
Open Forum on December 6,"

said Gerety.
The Racial Harassment Policy was introduced this fall by the
administration to the Trinity
community.
Following the incidents at the
end of last semester, many students and faculty members have
urged the administration to modify the new Policy,
The Committee urges all
students and faculty members with
questions to present them to the
Board.

Faculty Committee Explores
Institutional Discrimination
-By Alex DolanNews Writer
A faculty meeting addressing institutional discrimination at
Trinity convened on January 25,
The meeting, called for by Secretary of the Faculty Noreen Channels, was meant to incite discussion among the faculty about the
problems of discrimination both
within the faculty and as well as

within the student body.
According to Channels, the
meeting was mainly precipitated
by the events surrounding the Don
and Conrad Mohammed lectures.
The lectures, which elicited
charges of racism and anti-semitism as well as charges of disorganiztion within the administration, caused an earlier stir among
students and faculty alike.
"We all just talked about our
perceptions of the problems..."
said Channels in describing the
nature of the meeting, "it was
really a brainstorming of problems and possible solutions."
Topics in the discussion not
only included issues of race and
gender, but also other forms df in-

tolerance on campus, and the
forms of discrimination thought
to exist among students and faculty.
"We wanted to be sure we
weren't failing to look at our [the
faculty's] own internal problems,"
Channels said.
While many of the faculty
present agreed with Channels, it
was also realized many problems
of discrimination lie within the
structure of the administration
itself. Cheryl Greenberg, who
attended the meeting with some
thirty other members of the faculty, was quick to point out some
Please see Faculty, page 4

HHi
Debut of College Life
Section with Focus on
Black History Month
'.
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Y's Ice storm brought a chill to Hartford
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Opinion
Editorial

A Call for Rape Awareness

sisters, girlfriends, orfuture wives.
They may one day be their own
Though I have never been daughters.
Last year I felt I knew everythe victim of a sexual assault, I
have held the hands and wiped thing there was to know about
the tears of a very dear friend rape. Unfortunately it took the
after she had been raped. I see the rape of my friend to show my own
terror in her eyes at the sight of ignorance.Tam only a sophomore
him in class, yet it is impossible at Trinity, and I already know five
for me to fathom the pain that she women who have been raped. How
and at least four other friends of many will I know by the end of this
The Jones Project has been one of Residential Services' mine are experiencing since their school year and how many will I
arrival at Trinity last August. This
pet projects over the last three semesters. ORS has been intent letter
is not meant to give you
on seeing the freshman dorm project succeed. So far the Jones statistics that everyone has heard
project is going well, exceeding the expectations of many. It at one time or another. It is to
give you some idea of the effect To the Editor:
seems that Jones is working, and working well.
rape
is having on at least one
ORS has also gone to some effort to improve the lounge
person's life at Trinity College.
I am writing as a member of
conditions at Trinity, and they deserve credit for the attempt.
the Sexual Assault Task Force
It
scares
me
to
think
of
what
But, unfortunately, the effort is often wasted in supplying
rape victims have gone through. (SATF); I would like to tell the
dorms with lounges that are inaccessible or unusable to its It also scares me to think of the students of our existence and some
residents.
'
possibility that more of my of the things we are doing. We
But Jones has two types of lounges, and that's inconsistent friends, including myself, will held our first meeting on Decemwith the lounge situations in other halls. A great deal of become the victims of rape. lam ber 8, 1989. We are a group of
not only concerned for the concerned students, faculty and
resources have been poured into Jones to make it a nice place to women, but also for the men administrators who have gathered
live. Given its poor condition in the previous years, the building because if this crime continues, to address the subject of date/acjustifiably needed revamping. A classrqom now exists there, the women's trust towards men quaintance rape and sexual assault
as it exists on the Trinity campus.
the rooms are comfortable, and plans continue to improve it will disintegrate.
Eighteen people attended our
When people ask if the Trinfurther.
first meeting where we discussed
ity
College
campus
is
safe,
they
But how much is enough? Televisions have recently been
ask in reference to the outside the subject of sexual assault. We
installed in the some of the lounges in Jones. This action is campus. No one stops to think came up with a list of events and
setting a dangerous precedent. Jones is a special project and about the dangers on the inside. goals which we hope to fulfill. I
should be treated as such. But if TV's are going into Jones
Rape is reaching epidemic would like to mention the Speaklounges there had better be enough money left over to put TV's proportions. According to the Out Against Rape open microAssistant Dean of Students Kirk phone that took place on Decemin at least every other dorm with freshmen, if not all dorms.
Peters, sexual harassment is a ber 12, 1989 (not done by the
The question of preferential treatment for freshmen typical occurrence on an average SATF though supported by us). I
remains. Freshmen should be given special care. Coming into Trinity weekend. It is impossible feel this was an extremely powerany college scenario can be disturbing, and that transition to be exact about the number of ful meeting in which many people
rapes because the majority go realized that date rape and sexual
should be made as smooth as possible.
assault actually happen at Trinity.
But if Jones, with its University 101 program, is supposed unreported.
It also illustrated that there is supI
am
both
angry
and
frightto be an educational experiment, TV's should not be installed .
ened at the ignorance at Trinity port for the victims and interest, in
Placing TV's in the lounges of any dorm is potentially very College. Though Trinity is mak- the Trinity community to try to
costly and does not lend itself to a educational environment. ing an arduous attempt to educate help prevent these occurrences.
I feel one of the main conHaving a television in the lounges of a freshman dorm is not its campus, not enough people
are making the effort to listen and cerns of the SATF is to alert the
conducive to learning, or learning how to study.
learn. The majority of people Trinity community to the.existence
This is not an attack on the Jones Project. Nor is it an know that rape is a crime of vio- of date rape and sexual assault.
attack on Residential Services. The Tripod commends ORS in lence, but haw many people know Once we are able to admit that
making a difficult experiment work well. The Jones staff is to it is a crime of ignorance? I these are present on our campus,
sometimes wonder if men realize we will be able to dace the issue
be commended.
But the policy of TV's in lounges is a bad one. Get the TV's that these women could be their and deal with it. We plan to eduout.
To the Editor:

No TVs Please In
Jones Lounges

know by the time that I graduate?
During a time when Trinity College is struggling for unity, I ask
that we make that effort to surpass
our ignorance through education
and awareness in an attempt to
prevent the crime of rape. Thank
you.
Sincerely,
Catherine M. Bishop '92

SATF Goals Outlined

Upward Bound
JRINITY | R I P O D Gives Thanks

rTi

=-

To the Editor:

cate the students with the aim that
they will have thought of how
they would react if put into a
potential date rape or sexual assault position.
. The week of March 5 through
9 is Sexual Assault Awareness
Week. This week is intended to
alert and educate the students,
faculty and administration of the
issues of date rape and sexual
assault. Included in this week
will be a movie entitled "Shame"
with a discussion, a main speaker,
and a panel discussion. There
will be a play, created and performed the the Jesters in the
Underground and a video created
by Trinity students dealing with
date rape and sexual assault that
has occurred on campus, We will
have trained counselors on campus at events as well as during
certain hours in the Women's
Center for the use of students.
This week is aimed at bringing
awareness to campus.
>•
The SATF consists of several committees; Ongoing Programming, Publicity, Sexual
Awareness Week, Outreach and
Peer Counseling. Some of the
things these committees are developing include a peer counseling group that will go through a
date rape training program, a hotline where students will be available for consultation, and a
speaker's bureau. We intend to
continue with programs that will
educate the Trinity Community.
The SATF has been created
because of a need for an organization that will address the issue of
date rape and sexual assault. We
are concerned with this problem
on campus and hop that through
awareness and education we will
be able to help prevent sexual
assault at Trinity. I would like to
invite everyone in the Trinity
community to become involved
with the SATF; it has been established for the needs of men and
women alike. We have weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 3:30
in the Women's Center, third floor
of Mather. Because of all the
events we are planning and the
necessary committees, we would
like to encourage people to participate in our program. Whether
it is making posters or planning an
event, feel free to come up to the
Women's Center and join us.

held on Dec. 7, the South Campus
R. A.' s donated $ 194 to our Parent
It is important that Trinity Community Advisory Board's
• I! Editor-in-Chief ji
students be aware of the presence president Terry Goode. The
of Upward Bound students on money was raised through the sale
campus. All of our students as- of candy grams that students sent
pire to go on to college. By to each other. Thanks to all who
making Trinity a friendly place participated in this event.
for them to visit we promote the
The last group that deserves
idea of education as a positive some recognition is B-PSI who
and fun experience.
have taken some of our residents
I would like to take this on as little brothers. They provide
opportunity to thank a couple of homework sessions, tutoring,
groups in particular. Sigma Nu social functions and serve as role
sold candy bars, raising $720 to models for these young men, most
help fund a spring trip to Virginia of whom lack positive male figand Washington D.C. Mike ures in their lives.
Joyce, a tutor/counselor this past
In conclusion, I would like to
summer and presently an intern reiterate my appreciation for all of
with the program led the candy the groups and individuals who Sincerely,
sale. On Sunday, December 3rd, have helped with the Upward Meg Watters '9
Sigma Nu also organized a 3-on- Bound program. You help make a
3 basketball tournament which difference in the lives of these
raised $220 which will go toward
a scholarship fund. The tourna- hard-working young people. If
ment was won they the team of you have any questions about the
Grant Washburn, Toby Ball, Dave program or how you may become
Landa, and Steve Van Putten. involved, please call 297-2126.
All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
Runners-up were Jean Saintauthor and including a phone number for veri fication will be considered for
Louis, Damon Scott, and Rodney Thank you.
Assemble products at: Home.
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the ri ght
Brown. Thanks to everyone who
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the came down to play and helped Sincerely,
Details.
door of the Tripod-office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
Jonah Cohen '89
(1) 602-838-8885
make the afternoon a success.
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.
Transition Counselor
E xt. W 8408
At our annual holiday dinner CONNCAP/Upward Bound

fJi>hn W. M. Claudi

Easy Work
Excellent
Pay!!!
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Opinion
Gerety's Security Decisions Defended

To the Editor:

Muhammad's security force was
wrong. When the facts are conI write in response to Paul sidered, I believe that these deciMurphy's and Chris Abramson's sions will show themselves to be
letter which was published in the correct.
last Tripod. After reading this
The chief concern of the
letter I felt compelled to write in administration has to be the safety
order to attempt to dispute a of the students; with this in mind
number of the points that Chris it is obvious that both decisions
and Paul made. The main thrust were necessary. Thetimingof the
of the letter appeared to be an decision to close the event to the
attack on Tom Gerety's handling outside community was especially
of the situation surrounding the regrettable. The administration's
Conrad Muhammad speech. I lack of respect for the sponsoring
can only assume that Chris and organization was shameful. More
Paul's information came from notice should have been given,
only some of the parties involved but the decision was correct. I
in the events of that evening. feel I have some additional knowlWhile the letter brings up several edge about the situation because I
very important questions that was one of four student superviTrinity must face, I feel that it sors working in Mather during the
comes to several erroneous con- night of the lecture. The Washclusions. Chief among these, I ington Room holds a fire code
believe, are that closing the event maximum of approximately 500
to the outside community was people; that night approximately
wrong and that cutting 900 Trinity students attempted to

gain admission. The situation was
at times close to chaos. For an
extended period of time hundreds
of people were jammed into the
stairway with little aircirculating.
There were numerous minor altercations between the various
employees of the school and angry
students. What would have happened if an additional 500 people
showed up? RIOT! What would
have happened the reaction of
Trinity students if those who did
get in to see the lecture had not
been able to because members of
the outside community had taken
their places? ANGER! The Trinity Security Force, the Hartford
Police, and the various Administrators performed admirably under far less than ideal conditions.
What would have happened if the
numbers of the crowd had swelled
and there were confrontations
between students protesting the
lecture and members of the Hart-

Rape Facts in Classroom
To the Editor:

at Cornell University reported that
As concerned students, we when asked about goals for an
have recently been investigating evening, men replied that they
the problem of acquaintance rape hoped to "get laid", while women
at Trinity. We are aware that your expressed a desire to "fall in love".
committee is also concerned with Such a divergence of goals makes
this issue. We would like to pres- it difficult for men and women to
ent you with a proposal for im- learn to understand one another's
proving the situation at Trinity, feelings and intentions.
Education is the key to underand appreciate your consideration.
standing.
Educating students
Recent studies have shown aboutthe realities
of acquaintance
that one out of every four women
would hopefully lead to betin this country will be a victim of rape
between men
rape at some time in her life. ter communication
women. To be effective, this
Eighty-four percent of these and
process should be
women will know their attacker, educational
implemented
at the beginning of a
and over half of them will occur student's college
career. Thus,
on dates. Colleges provide a fer- freshmen are a prime
target group.
tile ground for acquaintance rape
have open minds and
to occur. The coed dorms, the Freshmen
are free of many preconceptions
large quantities of alcohol thatare about
Trinity's social scene. Also,
consumed, and the male-domiwomen are more susnated social scene create a perfect freshman
ceptible
to
acquaintance rape
environment to foster acquain- because they are
naive and inextance rape. The problem of ac- perienced.
quaintance rape is widespread on
Acquaintance rape is a very
college campuses throughout the
country, and Trinity is not an personal and difficult subject to
talk about. However, a small,
exception.
intimate group would facilitate
We propose that the best way effective dialogue. Such an envito alleviate the problem of ac- ronment is usually provided in
quaintance rape at Trinity would freshman seminars. These courses
be to educate incoming freshmen have limited enrollments, and are
about the realities of rape on this usually structured towards discuscampus. This education should sions rather than lectures. The
be included in the freshman semi- atmosphere of the freshman seminars, and presented by upperclass- nars would provide and environ:
man volunteers. The sessions ment most suitable for honest and
would include factual informa- frank discussion about acquaintion as well as open discussions tance rape. The presence of a
about acquaintance rape. Through professor, however, might intimithis format, students would be date freshmen, and thus hinder
able to learn about one another's them from speaking openly. To
expectations from relationships, avoid this obstacle, we suggest
and express their opinions about that these discussions be led by
acquaintance rape.
upperclassmen volunteers. The
Most acquaintance rapes concern that Trinity upperclassoccur because of misunderstand- men demonstrated through their
ings between men and women. actions on campus in the last few
Rape victims who have told about weeks has demonstrated their
their experiences described situ- interest in improving their social
ations in which they had no con- environment. It would therefore
trol, and in which the attackers not be difficult to find volunteers
did not respond to their cries of to present acquaintance rape in"No". Most college men who formation to the freshmen.
have committed acquaintance rape
We feel that this would be an
did not realize their actions were effective proposal. In order to
considered rape; they believed that start preventing acquaintance rape
by labeling it as such, women at Trinity, the students must first
were only justifying something be made aware of the realities of
they had regretted doing while the problem. By educating the
they were intoxicated. This freshmen in their seminars, we
demonstrates a definite lack of would be targeting the largest
communication between college group of potential victims, as well
men and women. One counselor

as changing the attitudes of future
upperclassmen. Current upperclassmen, who are aware of the
social pressures at Trinity, are the
best candidates to lead effective
discussions about acquaintance
rape. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Catherine M. Edwards '91
Laura M. Taylor '90

ford community coming to see it'? student?
VIOLENCE! Trinity Security and
The decision to limit the
the Hartford Police would have speaker's security was absolutely
been faced with a situation which correct. The only problem was
might have required force to that it was not limited enough. As
control. The way in which the someone who was working that
sponsoring organization was in- night, I saw a number of events
formed was unacceptable, but the which solidified my opinion on
act was necessary to maintain the this matter. The Nation of Islam
safety of Trinity students.
guards at one point barred the
Chris and Paul also took is- main doors to the second floor of
sue with the decision the limit the Mather and refused entrance to
number of Muhammad's body- the Director of the Mather Camguards. I believe that the decision pas Center, the Assistant Direcwas the correct one to make. Their tor, and the College's Press Relaimplication is that since Gerety tions Officer.
Despite the
closed the event to the outside Administration's ruling on a press
community for reasons of secu- blackout inside the building, the
rity, the idea to limit Muhammad's Nation of Islam guards spirited
personal security was hypocriti- sympathetic press up the back
cal. This could not be further stairs. They then tried to refuse
from the truth.
entrance to the College's Press
Muhammad's security is Relations Officer; when she did
security only to him. To the gain entrance, she was blatantly
majority of the Trinity commu- lied to about the presence of the
nity they are a threatening pres- press. The Nation of Islam guards
ence. The idea that a speaker also spirited a number of outsidinvited to speak in our Commu- ers into the building and for some
nity has the right to bring unlim- time refused to make them leave.
ited security is ridiculous. The Are these the sort of events we
issue was not the difference be- should even consider condoning
tween 5 and 25 bodyguards, but in our community? The idea that
rather one of intimidation of the the entire Trinity Security force
student body. At the first Nation and a number of armed Hartford
of Islam lecture a Trinity student Police could not keep Muhamalleged that he was assaulted by a mad from harm is ludicrous. The
Nation of Islam bodyguard. Thai demand for 25 Nation of Islam
guard was at the second lecture. guards is ridiculous. They were
How is the Trinity community to not needed for anyone's protecreact to demands for unlimited tion, they were wanted as part of
security when that same "secu- a stage show.
rity" is alleged to have assaulted a
1 agree with Chris and Paul
that many events that occurred
that night were unacceptable. The
lack of foresight and courtesy on
the part of Gerety was regrettable.
Decisions about security and attendance should have been made
way in advance but, the decisions
of Islam were no more positive or that were eventually made were
/vf Tel-nm u;pfpnnmnrf»ni
progressive
than the ranting of the correct. Claiming that Gerety
great Liberals. A backlash of attempted to censor the speaker is
resentment and hysterical para- patently false, Above all, it was
noia accompanied by further ac- Gerety who demanded that he be
cusations led to the polarization allowed to speak. Gerety's prime
of minority communities on responsibility was the safety of
campus (now that's the way to the students, his secondary recreate better understanding and sponsibility was to allow the
eliminate racism).
speech to go ahead. He accomLittle truly helpful dialogue plished both and should be apoccurred when all was said and plauded for doing so.
done, and yet, progress was made
It'is rumored that the first
in the fight against racism. While Nation of Islam speaker will be
most of the dialogue that hap- coming againtoTrinity. Toavoid
pened in December was heated much of the confusion and reand emotional and many tempers criminations of last time, the
flared, the campus has been made administration should issue a
aware of a problem not apparent statement of policies well in adto the majority of students at Trin- vance of the lecture. The adminiity, The speakers and forums stration needs to tell us how many
have been the catalysts for what security guards will be allowed
could be true progress against and if they will be armed. We
racism.
need to know in advance who will
Now is the time for positive be permitted to attend the lecture.
action. Liberal thought is not the The student body needs to be
key to this solution (the evil of reassured of its safety. How do
racism is hardly an exclusively we know more assaults will not
Liberal idea). Now is the time for take place? These are all issues
liberal thought and open-minded, which must be discussed well in
progressive dialogues. Perhaps advance of the date of the lecture.
now the PAA could act on their I would hope that the
call for reasonable discussions, administration's policy would be
Perhaps the organizations in- to severely limit the number of
volved in dispelling racism could bodyguards and to increase the
now create a structure for small number of professional security
scale intimate dialogues among forces such as Trinity security and
students of various races, colors, the Hartford Police. Free speech
etc, I hope that the energies of and free circulation of ideas are
Liberal thinkers will be focused absolute necessities both in our
on positive steps toward change society and in our community;
for the present and future rather however, free speech should not
than proclamations about injus- be used as a cover for a speaker's
entourage to behave as it chooses.
tices of the past and present.

Open Minds:
Trinity's Answer
To the
,
editor:

•

I find it amusing that some of
the people who proclaim their
Liberal ideas are the most hard of
hearing when their challenges are
answered. It would seem that
because Gerety's answers were
not those desired-by the forum
called to question his behavior
towards the Nation of Islam, his
answers have fallen on deaf ears.
The same questions, although
already answered, are being asked
again. Our "Reckoning with
Racism" is indeed a hot topic on
campus, and rightfully so. Racism is the source of degradation,
discrimination, and it is contemptible. Greater understanding
through mature, open-minded
dialogue is the only route to the
end of racism, while lingering on
the insults of the past only hinders
progress. Further, blatant accusations of "conspiracy" and "veiled
facadefs]" are hardly helpful,
positive actions designed to fight
racism on campus.
The charge that "administrative resistance" would not have
occurred toward a white organization is an avoidance of the true
issue. Had any white group come
to campus delivering even the
slightest hint of an anti-black
sentiments, there wouldhave been
a huge uproar from all sectors of
the school. But, those same selfproclaimed Liberals are Ijlind to
the anti-semetic message of the
Nation of Islam. Their cries for
the "well-being of victims" is
therefore excluded from the recently attacked Jewish community at Trinity.
The reactions to the Nation Sincerely,
Jason Slavick '93

Sincerely,
Philip Graham '92
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News
RA's Offer Assistance By Phone
-By Mary Ann BrooksNews Writer
A new phone service intended to provide general information to students has been
opened to include the entire student body.
Run by five Residential Assistants, who will be on duty Monday through Thursday from 5:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m., the service
successfully operated last semester among the R.A. system.
Todd Coopee '90, the coordinator of the program, believes
that the help-line is a "valuable resource" to the Trinity community, since it is a service available
to all students who need it.
According to Coopee, the
help-line is an extension of the
Residential Services office, and it
will help alleviate pressure there.
To assure the success of the program, it was tested last semester
with only theR. A.'s.

Coopee reported that the
program had a slow start because
many students do not know it
exists. "We havn't had much
advertising yet, and not many
students know what we do or what
we really are," said Coopee.
The R. A.'s that are going to
be on duty are called Residential
Assistant Liasons (R. A. L.). The
R. A. L.'s are: John Claud '91,
Stephanie Vaughn '91, Patrick
McCabe '91, Todd Coopee '90,
and Dave Friedman '91.
The R. A. L.'s will log the
calls they get on a computer, so
calls that are not able to be answered at the moment a student
calls can be tracked down the next
night and answered.
As of now, the Help-line is
not a counseling or crisis line. Its
main purpose is to answer students' questions and general concerns pertaining to Residential
Services.
When asked about the future
oftheprogram, Coopee mentioned

SGA BOX
- The following students have been elected to the
Student Government in last week's election:
Budget Committee: Susannah Smetana
Northam: Kim hearth
Doonesbury: Susannah Smetana
Boardwalk: Jen De Bemardis
Ogilby: Francine Mallement
Clemens: Alisa Coren
-Changes in the Racial Harassment Policies were
announced by the Minority Affairs Committee (See
Story Page 1).
-The Food Committee announced that there has been
some interest in the donation of a yogurt machine by
a Trinity parent. This will be followed up by Craig
Woerz, the Chairman of the food committee. Also,
attempts are being made by Marriott to pair popular
meals with less popular meals, so as to create a better
balance.
-The SGA approved a donation of $300 to in order to
sponsor a lecture on mountain climbing.
-The Physical Plant committee indicated that the new
academic building should be finished by December
1990. Also, it was indicated that there will be no new
buildings for about ten years.
-The Academic Affairs Committee wants to meet
with the SGA to discuss changes that might occur:
l)having classes on final registration day, 2) changing
an "incomplete" or "no grade submitted" to an F after
30 days, and 3) Pass/Fail option changed to "Pass,"
"Low Pass," and "Fail"

Here to help from 5 to 9

the propsects of the help-line turning into a peer counseling-line,
"but that would take a lot of training, and there has to be a need for
it."
Eventually, however, the 529
Line may become a crisis referral
service.
During the first semester, the
Line was opperated within the
RA system during its test run.
Only RA's were able to call
the Line, 'asking the specially
tramedR.A.L.'sspecific information pertsainig to residential life
here at the College. Over 80 calls
were logged the first semester of
operation.
The R. A.L.'s also take part in
the Jones Project, serving as n
upperclassman presence in the allfreshman dorm. The R.A.L.'s do
not live in Jones, but do take part
in the bi-monthly University 101
special lecture series.
Mather Front Deskmaysoon
be transferring calls to the Line in
an effort to increase its notariarty.
"We're really counting on the
R.A.'s to help get the word out,"
said Coopee. "Once the R.A.'s
start talking about it, the calls will
start coming in at a much higher
rate.
"We've had a steady rate of
calls so far, but I think once more
people know about it that number
will multiply several times," said
Coopee.
McCabe, one of the R.A.L.'s
who works on the Line, said "I
think its a good thing. It takes the
burden off of Mather Front Desk
and Residential Services to answer a lot of calls that could be
handled elsewhere."

New
Committee
Continued from Page 1.
dents and "poor" minority students. Although "some exceptions" are noted, Greenberg sees
the policy as "intensifying a racial
split with a class split."
Though this was only the
first meeting on institutional discrimination, plans are already
being made to Organize "work
groups" which will try to find
solutions to difficult issues of
discrimination at Trinity. Channels admitted that it would, not be
an easy task. "These are all issues
which have been around for a
long time," she commented, and
simph/stated the faculty's role at
this point was "to Find out what
the problems are and what we
have to do in response to them."
When asked if student participation might aid in finding such
solutions, Channels expressed
some interest, saying that "we [the
faculty] don't see everything that
goes on herc.we don't know all
the answers." Pointing out that
the discrimination in the student
body is different than in the faculty because of the fact that students "have to live together," she
conveyed a desire to hear the
opinions of the student body.
As for the meeting, Channels views the new faculty as an
"action group of committed
people" with serious issues with
which to deal. A second meeting
has been scheduled for sometime
in February, but as of yet an exact
date has not been set.

Security Blotter
Friday, January 26,2:30 p.m. - Clemens Dorm:
Student reported that a VCR and a boom box were
missing from his room. Additionally, some unknown
person (s) had entered the room apparently using the
combination, and smashed a picture frame, a telephone
and through books onto the floor, which belong to the
previous rooms occupant. Student could not provide
serial numbers for items taken. Several other valuables
were left untouched, including a TV set, computer, and
cash. There were no signs of forced entry.
Friday, January 26, 11:39 p.m. - Mather Hall:
Report received at Security base of an unconscious male
in the southwest stairwell. Security officers found same
at the bottom of the stairwell lying in a pool of vomit.
Ambulance called. Subject did not respond to attempts
to rouse him until a third attempt with smelling salts was
used by ambulance personnel. Subject was transported
to Hartford Hospital via ambulance.
Friday, January 26, 11:47 p.m. - Wheaton
driveway: Student was trying to start his Volvo in the
driveway and let it warm up, when smoke bellowed out
from under the hood. Hartford Fire Department contacted
and checked vehicle. Student contacted towing company
and removed vehicle from campus.
Sunday, January 28,1:39 a.m. - Wheaton dorm:
Student reported seeing someone climb through a first
floor window. Security officer found the student who
did the climbing and advised same of concern and to use
the door.
Sunday, January 28,6:15 a.m. - Chapel interior
Quad: Security officers observed a Jeep Cherokee being
operated in a reckless manner. Vehicle had been driven
throughout interior of campus, oyer the grass, and on
sidewalks. Several attempts were made to stop vehicle,
with negative results, operator would speed away, upon
approach of security officer. Security officer was not
able to talk with operator, but did get vehicle registration,
Monday, January 29,10:15 a.m. - Life Science:
Employee reported smell of smoke in the basement.
Security Officer went to location and found contractors
(welders) working in room B - 30. Residual smoke had
escaped through open door and holes in walls.
Contractors will be getting several fans to clear smoke.
Hartford Fire Department not called.
Wednesday, January 31, 6:40 p.m. - Library:
Employee reported several non-students in the library
playing with computer keyboards. Security officer
escorted five youths between ages 'ten and thirteen from
the library. Subjects warned not to enter again without
an authorized adult.
Tuesday, January 31,8:46 p.m. - Allen Place/St.
Anthony's parking lot: Security officer dispatched on
complaint of gunshots. Security officer advised
dispatcher to contact police as well. Hartford Police
reported that a male (subsequently arrested, not a Trinity
student) had shot off a clip of 9mm rounds.
Thursday, February 1, 9:30 p.m. - Summit A
Parking Lot: Students approaching their vehicle heard
noises and observed a male roll out from under another
vehicle and ask "where the road downhill was?" Students
directed same and subject left in southerly direction
towards New Britain Ave.
Friday, February 2,3:01 a.m. - High Rise: Noise
complaint received word of a bullhorn being used from
a room on the eighth floor. Security officer went to same
andoccupantdeniedknowinganythmgaboutit. Security
officer advised group gathered of the noise complaint
and they agreed to keep noise down, but knew nothing
of a bullhorn.
.
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News
Hazing Troubles at Florida School
CPS - Florida's Stetson University officially kicked a fraternity accused of hazing off campus, while another national fraternity, Zeta Beta Tau, reported its
experimental ban on pledging

seems to have eliminated hazing
in its chapters around the country.
At Stetson, officials notified
the Pi Kappa Alpha president by
letter January 9 that they would
not let the chapter, convicted of

Schools Invest In Game of
Stock Market Speculation
-By Mary Ann BrooksNews Writer
The Trinity College Crown
Matrix Investment Club is sponsoring the game SPECULATION
onFebruary 12at7:00p.m. in the
WashingtonRoom. Aboardgame
similar to Monopoly, SPECULATION lets participants trade commodities such as crude oil, gold,
and treasury bonds, instead of real
estate.
There will be no entrance fee,
free food, and every one who plays
will win a free T-shirt. Winners
will have an opportunity to win
$2,000; Runners-up will win $50.
The purpose of this game is
to test the strategy of the market-

ing expert, and to provide marketing experience for the beginner. It is an opportunity for everyone to taste the excitement of
the stockmarket. Lee Ardery, a
Yale graduate who left the cutthroat atmosphere of the New
York business world, invented
SPECULATION.
Ardery is targeting different
colleges with the game so that it
will be more marketable. Other
colleges and Universities who will
be play in SPECULATION are
Yale, Boston University, University of Massachusets, and
Amherst.
Winnners from each college
will go to New York for the finals
in April, and will then have the
opportunity to win $2000.

degrading pledges, conducting a
"public stunt" and inflicting
mental abuse, back onto campus.
"We're very disappointed,
said Steve Gionis, the Pike president, adding that the national Pi
Kappa Alpha next summer will
vote whether or not to expel his
chapter.
The house's problems go
back to 1988, when a female student charged she was raped by
fraternity brothers after a party.
"Hazing, however severe, is
repugnant to the values of this
university and is vigorously opposed by national fraternity leadership," Stetson Provost Louis
Brakeman said.
Most nationals have adopted
anti hazing policies during the
past three years.
In August, two nationals,
ZBTandTauKappaEpsilon,went
further completely banningpledging which, they said, sometimes
leads to hazing. Students would
become full members upon invitation instead of having to endure
a prolonged "initiation period."
ZBT reported that rush attendance was up 20 percent over last
year.

Moving On
Dr. Alan TuH, in a tetter to the Trinity Community, announced his
resignation after 25 years as Trinity's chaplain. Tull cited his "need to
move on" as the primary reason for his departure. Please see story in
the Feburary 13 issue of the Tripod.

Corrections:
-The graph on page one of last weeks Tripod should have been titled as follows: "Do you believe the
College's policies have:"
-Kiliaen Van Rensslaer should be credited with writing the article "La Voz Latina Holds Christmas
Party."
-Eric Lorenzini wrote the article "Seals Seeksr Support in Today's Election."
-David Yoon '92 wrote the men's squash article "...MarathonMatches Versus Pennsylvania" on page
17 of the January 30 Tripod.
-The Tripod would like to apologize to the Registrar's Office for implying that they were at fault for
mailimg grades out late to Trinity students this semester. The Tripodrealizesthat vacation days were
to blame for the late grades.

FREE- Spring
Break TripFREE

Attention:
GOVERNMENT
Homes

Promote and escort
our Daytona Trip,
Good Pay and Fun.
Call (CMI) Campus
Marketing
(1) 800-423-5264.

from $1 (TJDelinquent tax
property.
Repossessions
Call (1) 602-838-8885
E xt. GH 8408

Attention All Students;
The Tripod Wants You!
All Potential Writers Are
Cordially Invited to
Attend:
Every TUESDAY at 6 30 PM: n the TR POD Off: ce
In the basement of Jackson Hall.
If you are interested but can't make it, call 297-2583.
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College Life
Programs Teach Children Leadership Roles
-By Denise CrittensonThe Detroit News
Eleven boisterous kids —
ages 5 through 15 — form a
crooked line. They are supposed
to be standing at attention.
On command, they straighten
up, shoulders erect, arms raised
high. "Ujima!" they shout as they
stomp in unison. "Ujima means
collective work and reponsibility!"
"Ujima," from the East African language of Kiswahili, is also
the name of their club, which is
designed to instill discipline and a
sense of community responsibility" and economic independence
while developing leadership skills.
"Our focus is to develop leadership for the year 2000," said
coordinator Lamar Lemmons.
"We're trying to stem the tide of

drugs, crime, and homicide affecting Black youth in America."
Every weekday, the group
meets after school at the Inner
City Sub Center, a nonprofit
community center on the east side
of Detroit, Mich., where they
perform drills and take part in a
business workshop.
The youngsters operate their
own company, making and selling leather pendants embossed
with black, green, and red illustrations of Africa.
Hopefully, they'll grasp the
principles of manufacturing along
with the law of supply and demand, Lemmons said. And sometime during the next 10 or 20
years, maybe they'll have what it
takes to become leaders of their
generation.
"They are getting involved in
the decision-making process,

Your Black History?
By Pam Platt - Gannet News Service

WHO WERE THEY?
•Benjamin Banneker
He was a black astronomer, mathematician, almanac
author, and inventor. When he was 22, he was the first persor
in North America to build a clock. In 1791, Benjamin Franklin
nominated Banneker to be a member of the commission
charged with laying out plans for the city of Washington, D.C.
• Ebenezer Don Carlos Bassett
In 1869, he was named U.S. minister to Haiti, making him
the first black to receive a diplomatic appointment.
• Ellen Craft
A 19th-century abolitionist lecturer, she escaped out of
slavery with her husband. In 1868, the Crafts returned to
Georgia, where they opened the Southern Industrial School
and Labor Enterprise for blacks to study agriculture.
• Sarah Harris Fayerweather
In 1831, she applied for admission to an all-white,- all-girls
school in Canterbury, Conn., making her the first student to
challenge racist admission policies.
• Margaretta, Sarah Louisa, and Harriet Forten
They were the daughters of James Forten, a Philadelphia
black who served in the Revolutionary War. The American
Anti-Slavery Society was started at the Forten home, a popular
meeting place for abolitionists.
•
The sisters became members of the Philadelphia Female
Anti-Slavery Society and worked their entire lives promoting
equality for all races and sexes.
•Matthew Henson
A black from Maryland, Henson was an adventurer who
went with Admiral Peary to explore the Arctic in 1891. In 1909
Henson planted the flag on what was believed to be the Nortl
Pole.
•Oliver Lewis
A black jockey, he rode the horse Aristides to victory in the
first Kentucky Derby in 1875.
•Mary Eliza Mahoney
She was America's first black professionally trained nurse.
She graduated from the New England Hospital for Women and
Children, and her success paved the way for other blaclc
women who wished to enter the medical profession
•Hiram Revels
He was the first black elected to the U.S. Senate, represent
ing Mississippi in 1870. Revels was one of 22 blacks to serve ii
Congress between 1870 and 1900; 13 of them were ex-slaves
•John Rock
In 1865, he was the first black admitted to practice lav
before the Supreme Court.
•Carter G. Woodson
The founder of the Association for the Study of Negro Life
and History in 1914, Woodson is regarded as'one of the fathei
of the black history movement, The son of slaves, he receive!
his doctorate in history from Harvard University. He wa
instrumental in launching the first black history week
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

which in effect is leadership training," said Paul Hubbard, president-elect of New Detroit. "We
are more concerned about that
than we were in the old days."
According to Hubbard, things
have changed since activists relied on public protests and marches
to help Black Americans secure
civil rights. He said the leaders of
the future will have to be more
sophisticated and better educated.
"There are more demands
now because the world knows
more," he said. "Evolution means
as the world learns more, you
have to learn more to keep up with
it."
Although future Black leaders will need more skills, Black
college enrollment is not growing.
According to the National
Urban League's 1989 "State of
Black America" report, Black
college undergraduate enrollment
declined by 2,000 students between 1984 and 1986.The American Council on Education said
Black enrollment was flat during

that period.
Detroit Urban League president N. Charles Anderson sees it
as a temporary setback.
"We have the opportunity for
the next four or eight years to
work with (President) Bush, who
has been widely quoted as wanting to be the education president,"
he said. "He has created the attitude that there will be assistance
from the U.S. government.
"I'm optimistic things will
improve. I see it (education) as
one of the most important components of our changing work force.
The future belongs to those who
prepare for it."
Many current programs
aimed at Black youth focus on
developing skills that will allow
the children to successfully compete in future society.
The NAACP sponsors competitive programs in academics
and the arts that attract up to 35,000
students nationwide, a spokesperson said. The students come together at a national convention
where scholarships are presented

in about 26 different categories.
The National Urban League
has always stressed youth involvement in its activities, and recently
established a department of youth
resources to deal with the special
needs of young people, said department director Ruth Terrell.
The new department aids in
programs that deal with everything from adolescent pregnancy
prevention to job training. One
new program, the National Urban
League Incentive to Excel, or
NULITE, is committed to helping
young people become involved in
community service.
Terrell said the main mission
of the NUL programs is to "empower young people to furnish
direction for their own lives.
"If we give young people the
tools they need and let them know
what they can do with their lives,
we give them an alternative to the
street culture," she said. "We
expect to have a real impact on the
affiliated communities."
©Copyright l"990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network.

Howard Professor; Changes
Needed In Biblical Scholarship
scholars that there is strong Black
influence in the formation of
Biblical narratives. The present,
widely-held notion thatBlacks are
On one wall of Dr. Cain Hope latecomers to Biblical history is a
Felder's office in Washington, "terrible injustice," Felder says.
D.C, hangs a picture of a Black
"The book was the culminaJesus Christ. Felder smiles at it tion of eight years of work and
and says, "Jesus doesn't look like research, started by a keen interthat, but when I look at it, it re- est in establishing the racial pluminds me that in me is Jesus."
ralism of God's holy word. WestIt is a feeling that Felder, 46, ern Civilization has always bea professor of New Testament lieved that the Bible is all white
Language and Literature and edi- people, and this is not so."
tor of The Journal of Religious
He says that, far from being
Thought at Howard University's newcomers to Christianity, Blacks
School of Divinity, strives to were there almost from "the bemaintain. It is also a belief that he ginning."
wishes all Blacks shared, as he
"The continent of Africa was
notes in his recently published understood to be very important
book "TroublingBiblical Waters: by the earliest composers of anRace, Class and Family," (Orbis cient Biblical traditions. In GeneBooks, $14.95) now in its fourth sis 2:10-14 the first two rivers in
printing.
the Bible, Pison and Gihon, are
"My biggest goal in writing mentioned in the Garden of Eden
such books is to have a significant story, and are conceded to be refimpact on changing the way in erences to the Blue and White
which the Bible is presented ra- rivers of the Nile, in Africa" Felder
cially and ethnically among Prot- says.
• .
estants, Catholics and Jews toThere was no racism in the
day,"Feldersays. "Iamchalleng- Bible, Felder says, because Bibliing the academic racism of Prot- cal authors, as well as later Greek
estant, Catholic and Jewish and Roman philosophers, were
thought and hoping it will more racially inclusive than sochange."
cieties today. He believes racism
The change Felder seeks is a as we know it had its foundation
recognition by Western Biblical in 16th-century European enl ight-By Stacey JohnsonGannett News Service

Hiring:
GOVERNMENT
JOBSyour area.
Many immediate
openings ..without
waiting list or test.
$17,840 - $69,485.
. (1) 602-838-8885
E xt. R 8408

Jobs in Alaska
Hiring men and women
• Summer - year round.
CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM,
' CONSTRUCTION. Up to
$600 weekly, plus FREE
room and board. Call now.
Call refundable.
1 (206) 736-0775,
ext #760H

enment.
Felder stresses that he is not
attempting to recast the entire
Bible as Black.
1
"I am not interested in making the whole Bible Black. The
Golden Rule is not do as others
have done to you, but do as you
would have them, do to you. This
is the Christian spirit — thaf of
reconciliation and pluralism."
Felder gives Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments" as an example. The allwhite Hollywood version is what
many people believe, he says.
"In the modern world we tend
to create an impression that all
Arabians are white," Felder says.
"Sheer geography dictates otherwise. People don't think of that,
and when they do, they get scared.
They feel it diminishes them to
have importantfigures in theBible
of a different race.
"We (referring to Blacks in
the Bible) are there, but whites
have had problems accepting that.
They pick and choose what they
read, which is perplexing. I have <
no problem with the great white
men and women in the Bible, or
with their accomplishments — I
celebrate them! Why can't they
celebrate us? We are there!"
However, whites are not the
only ones who mistakenly think
this way, says Felder.
"The Black church is guilty
as well. They have imitated this
academic racism and have internalized and accepted a historical
distortion of their own Biblical
past," he says.
"The way in which we see
racial polarization in this country
should give us pause. We need to
ask what we all can do — Black,
white, Asian, Hispanic — to promote racial pluralism."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network.
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College Life
Variety of Events Highlight
Black History Nationwide
Diane Aubrey.
The biggest event in New
York will be an exhibit called
Black Visions, a collection of art,
From art exhibits and con- films and other information on
certs to speeches and special African-American contributions
events, cities throughout the to the U.S. space program. It's at
United States will be honoring the City Hall throughout the month.
contributions of blacks*to the
More than 200 other events
nation's history next month.
will help New Yorkers celebrate
February is Black History black heritage, including an exMonth, an event that started in hibit at the Museum of Modern
1926 as a week-long observance, Art, focusing on. black women in
but has grown into a month-long art, and a black film festival, fearememberance of the country's turing rare and historic films such
often-overlooked black figures as "Porgy and Bess" and "Sugarand their accomplishments.
cane Alley."
North and south, east and
Recreation centers in Dallas,
west, the varied celebrations will Texas, will feature a full slate of
share a common goal: educating activities as the Dallas Parks
people about the many rich tradi- Department sponsors a huge
tions of black society and culture southern celebration.
in the United States.
Festivities will be held on at
David Dinkins, New York least 12 of February's 28 days,
city's new black mayor, will kick according to Dallas public inforoff the BiG Apple's celebration mation representative Felicia
with a mayoral reception, accord- Harry.
ing to city cultural coordinator
Learning about the past will

be coupled with eating and fun at
a soul food luncheon and information day Feb. 21. Other highlights will be a black history arts
display and tour and a salute to
black dance.
Children will learn about the
importance of freedom and multiculturalism in the city of Miami,
Fla., when the Black Archives
History and Research Foundation
there sponsors "Proud American
Day" in mid-February.
Spokesperson Valerie Riles
said the foundation will also hold
a series of forums on "Collecting
and Preserving Black Neighborhood History" in conjunction with
local libraries. These programs
will give people from different
parts of Miami the chance to come
together and discuss common
history.
Moving to the rhythm of a
vibrant past, the city of Miami
will co-sponsor the Kizomba
Festival, an evening of blues
music. The festival will be held in
conjunction with a month-long
series of conferences and seminars that celebrate black history.
Mary Frances Berry, a major
force in the movement that convinced the U.S. government to
impose economic sanctions
programs
are
not
working
to
enCPS - Despite intensified efforts
against the separatist government
to recruit them, fewer Black stu- courage low- and moderate-in- in South Africa, will kick off fesdents enrolled in U.S. colleges in come students to go to college," tivities at the Smithsonian Institu1988 than in 1987, the American she said.
tion in Washington, D.C.
ACE also found that Black
Council on Education (ACE)
Berry, historian and member
women
are
more
likely
to
go
to
reported January 14.
of the U.S. Commission on Civil
The drop continued a dec- college than Black men. In 1988, Rights, will pay tribute to Carter
ade-long slide in minority college 25 percent of college-age Black G. Woodson, founder of the Asenrollments nationwide, the men were enrolled in higher edu- sociation for the Study of AfroWashington, D.C.-based unbrella cation institutions, while 30.5 American Life and History. The
group for college presidents found percent of Black women attended association is responsible for the
in its annual headcount of Black, college.
1926 origination of Negro HisRamirez also noted thatfewer tory Week.
Hispanic, Asian-American and
Blacks, Hispanics and Native
Native American students.
Other aspects of black culIn its "Annual Status Report: Americans are earning education ture will be explored at the Smithdegrees.
The
trend
dims
hopes
Minorities in Higher Education,"
sonian when Jeffmajors and
ACE found only 28 percent of the for bringing more minority teach- Yasmeenperforma blend of spiriers
into
the
system.
nation's college-aged Black
tual and topical songs. This is one
Record numbers of minority of several programs, featuring
people attended college in 1988,
down from 30 percent in 1987. students, moreover, are taking everything fromjazz to traditional
By contrast, more than a third of college-level courses in high African music, that will take place
college-aged Blacks in 1976 took schools nationwide, a separate throughout February.
reportbytheCollegeBoard.found
college classes.
A lecture and book-signing
Deborah Carter, co-author of in December.
by Itbari Njeri, author of "Every
Of
the
310,000
students
takthe report, attributed this decline
Good-bye Ain't Gone," and a
in part to growing numbers of ing Advanced Placement classes broad selection of films and art
middle-class Black men who are last May, nearly 20 percent were exhibits will top off the celebrachoosing to join the armed forces either Black, Hispanic, Asian- tion in the nation's capitol.
American or Native American, ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
instead of enrolling in college.
Carter also found that, while almost triple the number five years Apple College Information Network.
the proportion of college-age ago.
Hispanics attending school increased from 28.5 percent in 1997
Black college enrollment
to 30.9 percent in 1988, the figure
A college education and graduate school training are seen as important
still falls far short of the 35.8
preparations for leadership, but black enrollment has not been marked
percent recorded in 1976.
by a steady upward trend. The number of black undergraduates actually
"Since the mid-70s the colhas declined since 1980. The number of blacks in graduate schools
lege participation of Blacks and
only reached its 1976 level again after a 10-year period.
Hispanics has not been a picture
Four-year colleges
J
Graduateschools
g
of progress, but of major regres(In thousands)
sion," the report said.
(In thousands)
75 r
1,000
Blandia Ramirez, director of
ACE's Office of Minority Con70
cerns, speculated that many Black
males, confronted by higher col65
lege admissions standards, might
nave found enlisting in the mili60
tary more palatable than taking
1976
out loans and going into debt to go
1976
Source: American Council On Education, Office of Minority Concerns
for college.
Gannett News Service
"Our current financial aid
-By Greg KratxSpecial to the Tripod

Minority Enrollment
Continues to Decline

Events in Hartford
6th
• "Do the Right Thing," a movie by Spike Lee. 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
8th
• "Romare Bearden," a lecture by Edmund B. Gaither, director of the
Museum of the National Center of Afro-American Artists, Boston. A wine
reception precedes lecture beginning at 5r30 p.m. The lecture w l be given
at the Avery Theater of the Wadsworth Atbeneum, 600 Main St., Hartford.
•An exhibition of works by Connecticut resident Black artists at the
Connecticut Showcase Gallery, 227 Lawrence St., Hartford. Opens Feb.
8, 4 to 8 p.m. with a reception for the artists. Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Free.
9th
•Douglas H. Daniels, professor of black studies at UC Santa Barbara, will
give a talk titled "Stereotyping and Jazz History," 8 p.m., Rittenberg
Lounge of Mather Hall. Free.
11th
•Jaz2 pianist James Dapogny and pianist/clarinetist Butch Thompson
will perform at 8:15 p.m. in Goodwin Theater. Students $10.
12th
•The development of African-American art will be discussed by Barbara
Hudson, curator of the Wadsworth Anthaneum's Simpson Collection of
African-American Art. 8 p.m., Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Free.
•Feb. 8th - May 31st. Watkinson Library: "A Portrait of Southern Africa
to 1915. Monday - Friday 8:30to4:30.
14th
•"The Rocks Cried Out: Listening as Signifying Impulse in AfricanAmerican Literature" will be given by Herman Beavers, Assl, Professor
of English at the University of Pennsylvania. Rfttenberg Lounge, 4:15 p.m.
•Bus trip to the Apollo Theater, New York City. Bus leaves UConn, Storrs
at 3 p.m. Call 486-3433.
15th
•"Henry O'Tanner: Reconstructing African-American Art," a lecture by
Sylvia Arden Boone, assoc. professor of African & Afro-American Studies,
Yale. Wine reception preceedes lecture beginning at 5:30. Avery Theater,
Wadsworth Atheneum.
•"HubarJ-Ghani: African Folklore,"apresentation of musicand storytelling
related to African folklore performed by Andre Keitt. The Hartford Courant,
285 Broad Street, Room 285, Feb. 15 from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Attendance
limited to 40, reservations recommended. 278-2670. Free.
1.8th
•"Celebration of African-American Heritage and Culture," evokes the
vitality of West African culture through a performance of music and dance
by percussionists and student dancers from Hartford's Artists Collective in
traditional clothing. Connecticut Historical Society, 1 Elizabeth St. 3 p.m.
19th
•Dexter Manley, former Washington Redskins defensive end, and Beasfey
Reece, sports director of WVIT-TV Channel 30. paneiists for "AH in the
Name of the Game: When Only Athletics Receives a Passing Grade,"
7-9 p.m. Konover Campus Center, University of Hartford, West Hartford.
•"Malcom X," afiim, will be shown at 7 p.m. A group discussion will be held
afterwards, Student Union Ballroom, UConn, Storrs.
24th
•8th annual Mr. and Miss Black UConn Pageant, 6 p.m., Student Union
Ballroom, UConn. Party follows at 10 p.m. in the H. Fred Simons Center.
25th
-Tony Brown, host and producer of "Tony Brown's Journal" on PBS will be
the guest speaker at the Black History Month Banquet, 5 p.m., Student
Union Ballroom, UConn. Call 486-3433 for ticket info.
26th
•An evening wilh poet and writer Maya Angelou, 8 p.m. at Lincoln,
University of West Hartford. $5 for students. Call 243-4710 for info.
27th
•"An Evening with KRS-1, the leader of Boogie Down Productions," a
lecture. 8 p.m. Jorgensen Auditorium, UConn, Storrs. Free with UConn ID.
March 1
•"Mor Thiam and the African Ballet Dance Company," a musicai
production. 7 p.m. Jorgensen Aud., UConn Call 486-4226 for ticket Info.
Courtesy of the Hartford Courant
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College Life
Experts Predict Soaring Enrollments in '90s
' Soaring tuitions and intense
lobbying by higher education
-By Pat Ordovenskygroups could turn around the
Special to the Tripod
decade-long decline in available
Expect some substantial cash. Colleges are anxiously
changes at colleges and universi- awaiting the "baby boomlings' "
ties across the United States in the advance guard in the mid-'90s. A
larger pool of potential students is
coming years.
Experts are predicting that expected to cool tuition increases,
enrollments will climb, driving which will continue at 6 percent
upthedemandforeverythingfrom to 10 percent a year through the
classrooms and housing to teach- first half of the decade.
ers and textbooks.
The quality of a college eduFueling the change is some- cation could suffer from a shortthing demographers are calling age of professors that's'expected
the "baby boomlings"—a blip in to reach crisis proportions by
the school-age population. High 1995, says the American Council
school enrollment, declining since on Education. Larger classes
1976, will turn around in 1991 taught by less-qualified faculty
and be up 18 percent by the would be the result.
century's end, and that means
An opposite trend — more
more students will be headed to and better teachers — is expected
college.
to continue in high schools and
As demographer Harold elementary schools, fueled by
Hodgkinson put it, "That's not a better salaries, improved working
guess. Those people are already conditions and a stronger voice in
here." Education in the '90s will school decisions.
also be affected significantly by
As for now, here's a demotwo events this year.
graphic look at what's going on at
The National Governors college and university campuses
Association meets next month to around the United States. This is
hammer out the first national based on a USA TODAY survey
education goals, completing the of 812 four-year colleges for the
work begun at last fall's educa- current school year. The survey
tion summit, and Congress will didnotincludeHawaii and Alaska.
rewrite the laws governing finan- •Fraternities and sororities are
cial aid to college students, which most popular in the South.
•Private schools overall have more
expire this year.

fraternity/sorority members, more
on-campus residents, more students on financial aid and more
students from out of state.
•Eastern students are most likely
to live on campus.
•Students leaving their home state
for college tend to head east or
south.
•Black students are the dominant

•80 percent of students in Silver's
study had been abused by their
senioryear; 16 percent experienced an incident that would
A majority of medical stu- "always affect them."
dents say they are physically or • 16 percent of students in the AMA
emotionally abused or sexually study had been hit, slapped, kicked
harassed by professors, residents or had objects thrown at them.
and interns, two studies suggest. One student was kicked in the
"This is important because it testicles.
appears to be common and be- •55 percent of women in the AMA
cause students say the abuse is study said they were sexually
serious and affects them for a long harassed by residents, interns and
time," says Dr. Henry K. Silverof faculty; 50 percent of non-whites
the University of Colorado, Den- and Hispanics said they were
ver.
subjected tp. racial slurs from
More than 400 medical stu- faculty.
dents, freshmen through seniors,
The patterns of abuse and its
were surveyed in Silver's study. effects are similar to those of child
In a second study conducted by abuse, Silver says. Abused medithe American Medical Associa- cal students become cynical and
tion, 75 third-year students were disenchanted and go on to abuse
surveyed.
the next generation of doctors,
Among major findings, in Ultimately, patients • suffer, betoday' s "Journal of the American cause of the doctors' poor
Medical Association":
image and lackluster attitude.

percent than private colleges —
14.6 percent.
• The Midwest has more students
on financial aid than other regions
of the country. It also has the
highest percentage rate for accepting applicants at both public
and private schools.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network.

Colleges Working to Stem
Possible Shortage of Profs
-By John Yaukey
& Polly ElliotSpecial to the Tripod
First the bad news: In the
next20 years,half of the nation's
700,000 college faculty members
— many hired in the 1960s when
resources, salaries and opportunities attracted top scholars — will
retire.
Until now, college administrators fretted about replacing
them, worried because gifted students have increasingly looked
outside academia for careers because salaries are higher.
Today, however, education
leaders say the worry may be for

Majority of Medical Students
Claim Abuse in Grad School
-By Tim FriendSpecial to the Tripod

minority on campuses in all parts
of the United States but the far
West, where they 're outnumbered
more than 2-1 by Hispanics and
Asian-Americans. Blacks are
more than half the minority population in the South and Midwest,
46 percent in the East but only 15
percentin the West. Public schools
have more minorities — 17.7

Silver says: "Much of what
we did is a starting point for additional studies and for all of us to
decide whether we should do
something."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network.

naught.
Prospects have never been
brighter for undergraduates aiming for doctorates to stay in the
classroom as teachers, they said,
and they will be snapped up to
replenish the brain drain.
Iris Molotsky of the American Council on Education says
current undergraduates are sure to
be a hot commodity as schools
compete for them.
Molotsky blames the current
brain drain on a period of retrenchment in the 1970s and early 1980s
that caused a dip of faculty in
middle management.
Earning a Ph.D. has become
more expensive and time-consuming. In 1967, for example, it took
an average of 10.6 years to earn a
doctorate; today, it takes about
12.9 years.
Some administrators are
moving now to try to keep qualified instructors in the classroom.
The University of CaliforniaBerkeley, which still gets an average of 40 applications for every
teaching position, is doing "pretty
darn well," said spokeswoman
Roberta Austin.
Austin said Berkeley's strategies to avoid a faculty shortage in
the 1990s include making big

money offers and offering to pay
relocation costs. The school also
makes homeowner loans andhelps
with spousal employment.
But some spots traditionally
are just downright hard to fill.
Faculty members for business
schools are particularly hard to
hire — mainly because they are
expensive, said Sandra Davis,
assistant to the provost at the
University of Arkansas.
Samuel Gorvitz, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
Syracuse University, said the
business-related areas of mathematics and accounting will be sore
spots. But he is not waiting to
confront the problem:
"If we know someone is likely
to retire at 67, we will hire a replacement. But if he's likelyto
change his mind and retire at 82,
we are not likely to," he said.
He acknowledges it is costly
to have two faculty members in
one position: "It's a financial
burden on the short term, but it's
calculable burden."
(John Yaukey writes for the Ithaca Journal; Polly Elliott writes
for the Lafayette Journal and
Courier.)
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network.

Two Soaps Tread New Ground

channels.
Syndicated soap columnist
Lynda Hirsch, who's often complained about the homogenous
Two new soap operas finally predictability of network soaps,
step out of the stuff ed shirt, WASP heralds the new shows.
"B ut the hook is not enough,"
world of daytime TV.
Fox network's Tribes, due in she said. "Are they going.to be
March, will focus on California good shows?"
David Gadberry of Golden
teen life. And in a bold move,
biweekly Forbidden Passions — West Productions produces,
a candid look at gay life—debuts writes and acts in Passions.
"We're going to tackle issues
at Various times and days this
week on community-access cable that daytime series have been
afraid to approach." Passions
debuts in 16 major cities including Denver, Houston, New York,
Cincinnati, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Nashville.
Never has a soap caused such
a stir. Reports that Passions will
show men kissing and together in'
bed have attracted instant media
This semester the Tripod is proud to introduce a new
attention.
sections College Life. With the help of the USA Today
The Rev. Donald Wildmon,
College Network and the College Press Service, this section
of the conservative watchdog
American Family Association,
will present a broad variety of stories and information of
plans to boycott the show's sponinterest to college-age readers.
sors.
Says the Rev. Lou Sheldon
If this seems like a broad description, it is. If you read
of the Traditional Values Coalisomething which you think is of interest, (In another college
tion, "You don't want this kind of
behavior coming on access TV
newspaper or a national publication) clip it and send it to
where children can have access to
College Life, Box 1310, and we'll print it.
it."
Says Gadberry, "I'm just
trying to promote a positive imRobert E. Cockburn, Senior Editor
age for the gay community and
better understanding for the non-By James T. JonesSpecial to the Tripod

Welcome to College Life

gay community."
Setinfictional Orangethorpe,
Calif., Passions is taped in Orange County, Calif., where Gadberry lives.
"A lot of the story line is
based on real events," says Gadberry, who adds that many scenes
will reflect his life.
Characters include'Chaz
Cavanaugh, described as a gay
J.R. Ewing, and June Tshwaila, a
radical lesbian.
One story line has a character
coming out of the closet.
"It's time for America to see
the pain of coming out," says
Gadberry.
If successful, Gadberry hopes
Passions could move to broadbased cable TV next year.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Attention:
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
VEHICLES
from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide.
(1) 602-838-8885
F, xt. A 8408
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Dave Barry
The Best Place For A Boat Is In The Driveway
The reason we bought a
motorboat is, we needed a new
kitchen. Our current kitchen has
a lot of problems, such as a builtin Colonial-era microwave that we
think might not be totally safe because it can cook food that is sitting as far as 15 feet away. We had
spent months striding around our
current kitchen, making sweeping gestures and saying things like
"We'll move this sink over there."
What a pair of goobers. As
you experienced renovators
know, it's easier to construct a
major suspension bridge than to
move a residential sink.' Thousands of homeowners who embarked on sink-relocation projects
during the Eisenhower administration are still washing their
dishes in the bathtub. My wife
and I kept running into people
like this, people with plaster dust
in their hair and hollow eyes from
spending their wretched nights
sleeping in the garbage and their
bleak days waiting desperately for
workmen who inevitably made
things WORSE. "We have no telephone or electricity or water"' the
Renovation people would say,
"and on Monday a man is supposed to come and take our oxygen."
This was discouraging, but
we really needed a new kitchen.
Finally we said, OK, if we don't do
it now, we're never going to do it,

so we decided to bite the bullet
and: buy a motorboat. Our reasoning was, "Hey, if we can have
a motorboat, we'll have Family
Outings where we can experience
Togetherness and possibly crash
into a reef and sink, and
then it won't matter
about our kitchen."
But reefs were
not our immediate
problem. Our immediate problem was something much worse, a
daunting nautical challenge that has tested the
courage of mariners
since ancient times,
namely: backing the
boat into the carport.
The trick to remember
here is, if you turn your
car wheels to the right
("starboard") the boat
trailer will actually go
to the LEFT ("forecastle") until your wife
("Beth") announces
that you ran over a ^
sprinkler head ("$12.95"). Using
this procedure, I was able to get
the boat into the carport in no
more time than it took Magellan
to reach Guam.
We kept the boat moored
in the carport for several weeks,
after which we decided—call us
bold adventurers—to try if on
actual water. We met at the ma-

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

rina with our salesperson, Dale,
who showed us how to launch the
boat via a terrifying procedure
wherein I had to back the trailer
down a scary ramp RIGHT INTO
THE BAY. I have since learned

DALE: OK, you see
that shoal over there?
ME: No.
DALE: OK, you see
that marker over
there?
ME: No.
DALE: DO you want
to take the wheel for a
while?
ME: No.

that, here in Miami, on weekends,
amusement-seekers will come to
the marina, set up folding chairs,
and spend a highly entertaining
day watching boat owners perform
comical maneuvers, such as forgetting to set their parking brakes and
having their cars roll down the
rampanddisappear,burblinggaily,
below the surface. In the generous

Finally, when I was
'*"* ""•
fully confident that, if
necessary, I could take the boat
out myself and get everyone
killed, we returned home to
spend a carefree evening washing our hull. You have to do this
because it turns out that—get.
ready for a fascinating nautical
fact—SEA WATER IS VERY
BAD FOR BOATS. I'm serious.
Ask any boat owner. Sea water

H?IRST I FIGURED I'D TRY W E
DERKINS DAME. SUSIE AND I
NEVER HIT IT OFF, ALTHOUGH

SUSIE HM> A PACE THAT
SUGGESTED
UPSVMRS HM> A

SENSE'OF HUMOR,

contains large quantities of barnacles and corrosion, which will
rapidly turn your boat into a giant
piece of maritime crud.
So while I was scrubbing
my hull, I had this blinding insight: The smart thing to do,
clearly,isNEVERPUTTHEBOAT
INTO THE WATER. I shared this
insight with some other boa t owners, and they all agreed that, definitely, putting your boat into the
water is asking for trouble. Most
of them have had their boats sitting in their driveways long
enough to be registered historical
landmarks.
A group of us boat owners
were discussing this one evening
at a party featuring beer, which is
how we decided to hold a Driveway Regatta, Really. I have the
whole thing on videotape. We
had it on our driveway, and we
had four boats, on trailers, secureId via anchors in the lawn, trees,
etc. The judges awarded First
Prize to a dentist named Olin,
whose boat not only contained
gold clubs and a croquet set, but
also had a spider web containing
a certified spider that had apparently died of old age. It was a fine
afternoon, and nobody got seasick and we even—by mis'at sea—
had pizza delivered. I would have
cooked, but we really need a new
kitchen.
©19.90 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

By Bill Watterson

CaBvin & Hobhes

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have Invited The
Washington International Studies Council to recommend
qualified students to study for one year or for one or two
terras. Lower Junior status is required, and graduate study
's available. Students are directly enrolled in their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college; this is NOT
a
program conducted by a U.S. College In Oxford. 3.2
minimum Index In major required.
An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S.
University is available for students with minimum Indexes of
2-7. Students will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford
college and the fees are substantially less.

nautical tradition of rendering
assistance to those in need, Miami boat owners sometimes—
this is true—get into gunfights
over whose turn it is to use the
ramp.
Fortunately,
we had Dale with us,
so we had no trouble
getting out on the
water, where he taught
me the basics of seamanship. Here's how
it went:

Birr r

WASHT «O\NS TO HER f t H £
FOR UUGHS. I NEEDED

THE' WH I LOOKED AT IT,
PEfcWHS ACTED / W J l W
SVW& FOR A DAME WHO
HM> A HEN) FOR NUMBERS
AND HOT MUCH ELSE.

m.l
WONT TELL t »
WHAT 1VE A.NSVER. IS.'
DO HOUR QHAF >»RK.'

Hum sck
OH

Vk. 0ERKMS OWE WASHT
TMWM&. SOMEONE WAD
GQTTEH TO HER FIRST AND

A GCSRAUA \ W E AWT
3WK NOWUffl
FVATFOsr.
MX SPINE.

I NEEDED k OJJE
AND A WHK.
I

S5UEEZH)
IHTO
AHO PLWED A TOUCA
BRASS

S0S\E, i
HER WWW'
W E N SOME WORK..

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
offers summer internships with Congress, with the
House, with the media and with think tanks,
government and Journalism courses are taught by senior'evel government officials, who are also scholars, and by
e
xperienced Journalists. Similar opportunities In public
Policy internships are offered (with academic credit) in
London (Fall, Spring and Summer).

The Washington
International Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave., N.E,
Suite 450
Washington, D.C. 20002
EO/AA (202)547-3275

©i990Un*emm***%™Scato

BACXIH"WEOFFICE, I PUUED
WHWI CWETO, TOE
PIECE. AU- FIT TOGETHER. THE FILES OH AUL THE NUMBERS
JACK W J<SS I W 5 WERE BK m«<Stt TO KEEP S\)S\E W\ET
AHO WAHT MEOW OF THE PlCtVRE,
OEFWED B^ IHTBS0RS.
•WE AUSWER H\T ME UVCE A M
oay\oosi.S, TH\
SLMQ. IT HAD TO BE THE H\)IA8ER
THES CAILED "KR,

Anstiw.
1,030,000,000

fWE'5Uf>.
1

PAPERS
FORWARD
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The Biker Chick
Steve Safran

M.G. Blackburn

The Demise of the Sensitive Guy When Cats Rule The Earth
For the last decade or so, the
women of the world have witnessed the birth and growth of a
frightening phenomenon by the
name of "the sensitive guy."
You know the type. Call
him Barry, if you will. He's 5'11
and has soft brown hair and soulful brown eyes. He uses mousse,
always remembers to floss and
enjoys a nice bubble bath now
and again. Barry talks about his
fears openly and honestly and
isn't afraid to cry. He also knows
how to cook (gourmet low-cal)
and cleans, sews, knits, irons, and
crochets without being told. He
enjoys taking care of children,
meditating (his mantra is "rumaki"), writing poetry and taking ballroom dancing lessons.
Barry, dear boy, your time
has come.
These are the '90's and
enough is enough. Real men not
only don't eat quiche, real men
eat cold chili out of a can. Real
men burp— loud and often and
can make milk come out of their
nose when they laugh and drink
simultaneously. Real men (like
real women) are human beings
not namby pamby milquetoasts.
So you can just take these
sniveling, whiny runts and deposit them in the "Self Help"
section of yout local bookstore.
Or maybe it would be better if

they were rounded up and
locked in a movie theater with
"Bambi" and a detonator.
MY ADVICE: Women,
watch your men. Study them
closely for signs of mushiness
and use this handy guide below

to determine if they have crossed
the fine line that separates caring
from overbearing, wicked eool
from those who drool and dreamish
from squeamish.
Goodbye, Barry.;.and hello Thor!

10 Ways to Tell if Your Sensitive (Juy
H a s G o n e t o M u s h •;>;,;. •:• :;':::: .';••
1) Carries his stuffed bunny Fluffy everywhere "ButI couldn't
get a sitter and I can't leave him home alone..."
2) Is easily moved to tears—even by old "Love Boats" or the
sight of you in your mint julep face mask.
3) Wants to wear your underwear—"It looks so much more
comfortable than mine."
4) Is in debt because he has donated so much money to Bob
Barker's "Save the Fake Furs Foundation."
5) Subscribes to the Kiwi-of-the-Month-Club.
6) Follows you around everywhere— even to the bathroom.
7) Suffers from sympathetic PMS .
8) His spontaneously delivered love poetry starts to annoy.
9) Steals your copies of Cosmo to findout what he ought to want
in bed.
10) Blows you off to watch Alan Alda discuss breastfeeding in
public on "Oprah."

YOUR RESUME
JOB INTERVIEWS
YOUR THESIS
GREs, GMATs, MCATs, LSATs
THE RENT

OVERDUE LOANS
YOUR BIOLOGICAL CLOCK
YOUR RECEDING HAIRLINE
YOUR BEER BELLY
REAL CLOTHES
9 TO 5
NO SUMMER VACATION
NO OPEN PERIOD
NO SPRING BREAK
Just say no to the real world.
Give to the senior class gift.

Scientists agree that one day, through evolution,
dogs and cats will rule the planet. More specifically, the
cats will rule the planet, and the dogs will cheerfully obey
their every command.
The dogs are already aware of this, and are working
as we speak on their vocabulary skills. Witness the plaintive cry of a forlorn pooch in the "Beggin Strips" doggie
snacks ad on TV:
"There, what's in that bag? I CAN'T READ!"
It's only a matter of time before the animals gain
their reading skills and begin their domination. A few
things are bound to change, and it is the considered opinion of scientific people who wear really thick glasses that
the first change the cats will make will likely involve the
introduction of the Dog Harassment Policy. The DHP will
read as follows:
The Dog Harassment Policy:
When in the course of feline events, it becomes necessary to scratch the eyeballs out of some mangy mutt
with broken teeth, we hold these truths to be painfully
obvious that cats should be able to control their emotions
and not abuse dogs because we are ten times better than
they will ever be. Meow.
Therefore, be it resolved that a doctrine against Dog
Harassment be adopted by our country to protect the
dumb animals from nasty words. Dog Harassment is
immoral and really goofy. The following insults shall be
considered really bad, and off-limits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cycle-4 eater!
Crotch-sniffer!
Go eat your own barf!
Go lick yourself!
Man, that bitch must be in heat!

Canine Harassment encompasses a range of hostile
behaviors motivated by an intention on the part of the
harasser to make a dog feel unwelcome on the basis of his
lineage or breath.
A complaint by a member of the canine community
against any cat may be presented to a member of the Dog
Harassment Committee (DHC). The complaint must be
filed with the DHC no less than seven days prior to the incident. Any complaints received after the deadline will be
hissed at, turned into a scratch toy and batted around the
room. Ffft.
A hearing will be held before the DHC in the presence of the Supreme Cat Ruler. The DHC is composed of
four cats—two Persians, one Siamese and one Tabbyone of whom must be neutered, and three dogs, preferably of mixed breed. No more than four members of any
canine or feline group may sit on the committee simultaneously unless a "pig pile on the Dachshund" is called.
If the committee determines that a cat has committed Dog Harassment, the cat shall be subject to one or
more penalties as defined by the Supreme Cat Ruler, who
will probably just let the cat off with the following warning: "Hey, quit it already. Leave the stupid mutt alone."
Purr.
Of course, there will be those who think that this
policy goes too far; some cats will feel that their right to
express their hostility toward dogs should not be censored. Even the dogs will feel that if the cats are dumb
enough to use those silly epithets will seems stupid and
ill-informed in their own right and won't need some
committee telling them how ignorant they are in the first
place. But just in case, we're going to be sure we rub it in
their closed-minded, fuzzy little faces.
We're Felines." We're here to help.
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In the Trenches: Superstitions Anyone?
-By John TranchinaSpecial to the Tripod
It is really an amazing phenomenon. The other day I was
talking to a friend, standing in
front of Northam on the Long
Walk, when my eyes began to
wander. I noticed that the lone

square of concrete with the Latin
inscriptions on it reminded me of
flattened gravestone, as if someone is buried underneath it. As I
thought this, a group of three girls
walked by, in the middle of conversation, and, without breaking
stride, two swerved one way and
one swerved the other as they
completely avoided stepping on

Itiis

For You

The readers have responded to The
Ombudsman's offer to field their Tripodrelated questions, and he couldn't be more
happy. If you have any burning questions,
send your letters to him c/o Box 1310.
Let's get right to the mail bag—
Steve—Re: "Thought I'd take you
up on your proposition," (January 30 or
December 6 issue.) Whew, what a
Features column you had last week,
Steve. I was so inspired by it that I had
to jump right in and be the first to
participate. Say, Steve, why did the date
on the heading of last week's Tod read
"December 6,1989?" How long has this
been going on?
Sincerely, Allen G. Katz '93.
First of all, Allen, The Ombudsman
would like to thank you for setting the
modern-day record for mentioning his
name a whopping three times in one letter.
The Ombudsman likes to see his name in
print, and thanks to generous readers
such as yourself, his ego has been
sufficiently fed this week.
The Ombudsman asked the editor
about the egregious typo that caused our
masthead to read "December 6,1989." It
turns out that January 30th is PearlHarbor
Day.

Calvin & Hobbes
QU12: :
'Jack and Joe leasie Iheir
homes at the same time aM
wive toward each other. 3ack
Ames at GOmp h, while toe.
wives at 30 mph.Thef pass
each .other in 10 minutes.

t ? D M H H H ) TO TAKE THE
DM O?F W) SPEND TIME
A COUPLE O F BUDDIES .
BUDDIES TRWEL UGHT
f
WM TO HAVE
. OUE TRAVEIS w A
i, ANOTUEOTWER
WP FLASK.

S ? STEPPED OUT
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the stone. The thing was, the girls
didn't even seem to notice that
they had altered their path to miss
the stone. As I stood there watching, another group of four people
walked past, all deliberately not
stepping on the stone.
Can a silly superstition be so
powerful that it influences
people's actions unconsciously?

Steve—-RE: Fairness. If s not fair.
Sincerely and with deepest
regrets,
Jack Cockrell '91.
Jack, previously noted for his Bad
Poetry is absolutely right. "Life isn't
fair," wrote President John F. Kennedy,
and look what happened to him, I
asked Editor-For-Life John Y.M.C.A.
Claud and here is his honest-togoodness reply: "I don't have time to
deal with gripes like this, Steve." It is
the Ombudsman's considered opinion
that John Claud thinks he's better than
you. Chances are, he's right.
Steve—RE: Marriott Food
Service. Damn, them's good eats.
Sincerely, The Tenor Elevens.
Ooh, brilliant use of pun and
irony there, fellas. This letter is a fine
example of what NOT to send the
Ombudsman. First of all, this isn't
"Viewer Mail" nor is it "The Beef
Board." Let's keep our clever little
anonymous quips to our smug selves,
guys. I know who you are, and if
neccesary I'll tell all the babes.
Keep your letters coming.
Anyone can write a letter to the editor,
but as we all know John Claud Eats
Scrod. The Ombudsman writes back.

Idon'tknow of any of my friend's
mothers who broke their backs,
though. In fact, one day when I
was really mad atmy mom, I tried
to step on every crack I saw in the
hope it would break her back, but
no such luck. After that, I never
really believed in any superstitions. But many other people do.
Last week I was sitting with a
couple of friends in the Cave,
when one of them accidentally
spilled some salt on the table.
Then, without hesitation, she
picked up the salt shaker and threw
some salt over her shoulder, inadvertently catching some guy in
the face with the salt. "Oh,sorry,"
she said to him. "But I spilled
some salt, and Ihad to throw some
over my shoulder, otherwise I'll
get bad luck." It wouldn't have
been very good luck, though, if
the guy she hit got mad and threw
salt back at her, or worse, threw
his beer at her.
I must say that I don't believe in superstitions at all. I've
been around people who were
terrified of stepping under ladders, and who told me I was crazy
to do so myself. I've played
hockey with guys who refused to
wear anything but their "lucky tshirt" under their uniform for
every game, because once they
scored two goals with it on. I've
had a friend get all worried and
scared because he broke a mirror
and was expecting the traditional
seven years of bad luck. Dopeople
really believe this stuff? I certainly don't. And I will continue
to step on that gravestone on the
Long Walk, and still graduate.

By BilB Watterson
WK5 NNCSWER BOTURG
CASE. BUT TUEN,
t
WIRE k PRWfkTE E^E FOB.

Vati far apart were Jack
and Joe *hent\T©| started?

W. NMAEiSBUUET
TRACER. BVJUET". WHAT
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Apparently so. Everyone here at
Trinity knows about that old traditional adage that anyone who
steps on that center stone in front
of Northam won't graduate. In
fact, this superstition was one of
the first things that I learned at
Trinity. On a campus tour my
senior year of high school, I unknowingly walked overthe stone,
and the tour guide promptly informed me that if I did that after 1
was enrolled, I wouldn't graduate. Well, being the defiant skeptic that I am, I decided right then
that I would have to go out of my
way to step on it every time I
passed it; you know, as a sort of
control to an experiment. I just
can't believe how many people
adhere to the superstition, even
people who normally don't have
any superstitions.
"I'll have
enough trouble graduating as it
is," one student told me. "So if
not stepping on it will help, why
push it?" Because actually stepping on a stupid stone couldn't
possibly influence your academics, that's why. And I'm sure
virtually every student here has
stepped on it at least once, whether
you noticed it or not, and Trinity
has an 85 % graduation rate.
What is it about superstitions
that are so powerful? Does everybody really believe they won't
graduate if they "accidentally"
step on a certain piece of concrete'? This reminds us of when
we were kids and you couldn't
walk down the sidewalk without
navigating your path around the
cracks. Remember? "Step on a
crack, break yourmother's back."
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Union's Master of Arts inTeaching

I HAO A MUNCH
THW, BEFORE
WAS OVER,
I'D B E SORW
I ASHED.

Earned full- or part-time, the Union MAT. is a unique program that combines pedagogy with advanced study, leading
to secondary certification (grades 7-12) in:
Biology a German • Chemistry a Latin • Earth Science
Mathematics a English • Physics • French • Social Sciences
General Science • Spanish
If you want to make a difference in young lives, prepare
to teach at the college known for academic excellence. With
a Master of Arts in Teaching—from Union.

Call or write for brochure. Application deadline April 15.

For the continuing pursuit of excellenceGraduate and Continuing Studies
Wells House, 1 Union Ave., Schenectady, NY 12308
(315)370-6288
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Announcements
in Israel," at 4 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge.

LECTURES
Thursday, February 8 - Dr.
Holmes Morton will give a lecture entitled "Compassionate
Medicine: A Harvard Medical
School "Country Doctor'
Amoung the Amish." Boyer
Auditorium, Life Science Center,
at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 8 - The
Women's Center is sponsoring
the first lecture this semester of
the lunch series. Margaret Randall will be speaking in the
Women's Center, Mather Hall
third floor, at 12:15 p.am.
Thursday, February 8 - Dr.
Daphne Tsimhoni of the BenGurion University of the Negev
will give a lecture entitled "The
Integration of the Arab Minority

Seabury Studio 47 from 4:30 6:00 p.m.. Sponsered by Asian
Studies. The workshop is free to
the public.

Sunday, February 11 - Novelist
Stephen Minot will give a reading
of his work in the Koeppel Stu- Wednesday, February 14 - The
dent Center on Vernon Street at 7 Sociology Department and the
p.m. Admission is free. Part of Area Studies Program will be
the Sunday Evening Event S eries. presenting a lecture entitled
"Equality versus equity in the
Monday, February 12 - "The USSR: the care of economic coDevelopment of the African- operatives." The program will be
American Artist" by Barbera presented by Daniel Schluter of
Hudson, curator of the Simpson Columbia University, in the RitCollection of African American tenburg Lounge at 7:30.
Art at the Wadsworth Atheneum.
8 p.m. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Monday, February 26 - Eric SiAdmission is free.
monson, World Famous Mountain Climber and Geologist, will
Tuesday, February 13 - Paul lecture on "Mt. Everest and Other
Bloom, Head Dharma at the New Mountains: World MountaineerHaven Zen Center will present a ingToday,"sponsoredby the Area
Zen Meditation Workshop entitled Studies, St. Anthony's Hall, Physi"Mind and Zen Meditation," in cal Education Department, and

Student Government Association.
Admission is free in the Washington Room.
Monday, March 5 - "The Romans
of Renaissance Rome" by Laurie
Nussdorfer, a faculty member at
Wesleyan University. 4:30 p.m.
Room 320, Austin Arts Center.
Free admission. Sponsored by
Trinity College's Cesare Barbieri
Center of Italian Studies.
Monday, March 5 - "Roman Statuary in the Making" by Amanda
Claridge of the British School at
Rome, 8:15 p.m. McCook Auditorium.'Sponsored by the Hartford Society of the Archeological
Institute of America in conjunction with the Trinity College
Classics Department. Free admission.

W h Macintosh
i can even do this:
file
Neiw
Open...
Close

• • •
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Quit

Macintosh®computers have always
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with
been easy to use. Butthey've never been much more of a computer.
this easy to own.
Without spending a lot more money
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars ona variety
of Apple" Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC. With The
For more information, contact:
Computing Center II
Jacobs Life Science Center

^

Thursday, March 8 - "Christians,
Indians, and Land: A Review of
the Mohegan Land Chase in the
18th Century" by Professor E. P.
Thompson of Cambridge England. 4:30 p.m. McCook Auditorium. Trinity College's 1990
Mead Lecture in History. Free
admission.
Monday, March 12 - "The Church
in Central America" by the Rev.
Edward N. Copland, rector at St.
Matthew's Episcopal Church,
Evanston, 111. 4:15 p.m. Rittenburg Lounge, Mather Hall. Free
admission. This event is part of
Latin America Week sponsored
by Latin American Studies at
Trinity College.
Tuesday, March 13 - "The Political Economy of Cocaine in Latin
America," a panel discussion
featuring Trinity College faculty
members Dale Graden.Miguel
Ramirez and Roger Zapata. 4:15
p.m. Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Hall. Free admission. This event
is part of Latin America Week
sponsored by Latin American
Studies at Trinity College.
Wednesday, March 14 - "Simon
Bolivar and Columbian Independence" by Margarita Garrido de
Payan, Tinker Lecturer at Trinity
College. 4:15 p.m. Seabury 9-17.
Free admission. This event is part
of Latin America Week sponsored
by Latin American Studies at
Trinity College.

Save
Saue fls....*
Print

Wednesday, March 7 - "Effects
of Protein Malnutrition on Brain
Function" by Joseph D. Bronzino,
Vernon Roosa Professor of Applied Science at Trinity College
and a resident of Simsbury, Conn.
4 p.m. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
Free admission. This event is part
of the Trinity College Faculty
Lecture Series.

The Macintosh Sale.
Now tough January 31.

Wednesday, March 14 - "Schools
of Choice in Public Educationthe East Harlem Experience" by
Sy Fliegel, former superintendent
of the New York City Board of
Education. Sponsored by the
Shelby Cullom Davis Endowment. McCook'Auditoriurri. 8 p.m.
Free admission\
\
READINGS
Thursday, March 8 - Poetry reading by Margaret Gibson, poet-inresidence whose books include "
Memories of the \ Future, The
Daybooks of Tina Modotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
Tuesday, March 13 - Poetry reading by Margaret Gibson, poet-inresidence whose books include "
Memories of the Future, The
Daybooks of Tina Modotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College

ANGRY?
Write Us!!!
Box 1210.
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Announcements
Poetry Center.
Fiction reading by Bob Peltier, a
student in Trinity College's Individualized Degree Program and a
Weathersfield, Conn, resident. 7
p.m. Koeppel Student Center.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
THEATER
Sunday, March 4 - Theater-dancemusic performance 7 p.m. Koeppel Student Center, Vernon Street.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
Sunday, March 11 - Theaterdance-music performance 7 p.m.
Koeppel Student Center, Vernon
Street. This event is part of the
Sunday Evening Event Series at
Trinity College. Free admission.
Friday, March 2 through Sunday,
March 4 - "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," annual musical theater
production by Trinity college
students. 8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
General Admission: $8; students
and senior citizens: $5. Boz office: (203) 297-2199.

clairenetist Butch Thompson will
perform at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin Theater of the Austin Arts
Center. Generaladmissionis$10,
students and senior citizens $5.
Sunday, February 18 - Organ
recital by Frederick Grimes, director of the church music program at Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church in New York City. 3 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel. General
admission, call the Chapel music
office at (203) 297-2014. This
event is part of February Festival
for Organ 1990.
Saturday, March 17 - Trinity
Community Orchestra concert
featuring the music of Beethoven
and Ives. Conducted by Douglas
Johnson, assistant professor of
music atTrinity College. 8:15p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre, AUstin
Arts Center. Free Admission.
Sunday, March 18 - Chamber
music concert (program to be
announced). 2 p.m. Harnlin Hall.
General admission: $8; senior
citizens and students: $5. Box
office: (203) 297-2199.

Sunday, February 11 - Jazz pianist James Dopogny and pianist/

Friday March 23 through Sunday,
March 25 - Albano Ballet Co. 8
p.m. J.L. goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. For ticket information, call (203) 297-2199.
EXHIBITS
Through Friday, February 16 "In Absence of Memory," an installation piece by Ping Chong,
installation artist, choreographer,
writer. 1 p.m, to 5 p.m. daily in
the Widener Gallery of the Austin
Arts Center. Comissioned by the
New England Foundation for the
Arts.
Through Monday, February 12 "Politically Speaking..." Black
and white photography exhibit by
Bud Schultz, professor of psycology. Mather Hall Artspace.
through Monday, March 12 Paintings by Kangti King, a Trinity College junior from Cambridge.Mass. Mather Hall Artspace.

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Free
admission.
through Friday, March 23 - Retrospective of paintings by the late
Max Coyer, a Trinity College
alumnus. Widner Gallery, Austin
Arts Center. Free admission. 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

A/S event.
Friday, February 9 - A midnight
run to L.L. Bean outlet in Maine
for a morning of shopping and
sightseeing. Bus leaves at 1 a.m.
Friday night/Saturday morning
from Mather Campus Center, and
returns at 6:30 p.m. Saturday
night. Admission to bus is $15.
An All-Campus Event sponsored
by the Cresent/NewBritain RA's.

Monday, February 12, through
Thursday, May 31 - "A portrait of
Southern Africa to 1915," Watkinson Library, A Floor, Trinity GENERAL
College Library. Monday through
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., The Ferguson Prizes in GovemSaturday 9:30 a.m, to 4:30 p.m. , ment, founded in 1890 by the late
when the College is in session.
Professor Henry Ferguson of the
Class of 1868, are offered for the
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
two best essays submitted for any
undergraduate course, tutorial, or
The following events are spon- seminar in the Department of
sored by the Office of Residential Political Science for the Academic
Services and the Resident Assis- year. A first prize of $450, and a
second prize of $300 will be
tants.
awarded. All essays must be
Thursday, February 8 - Dr. George typwritten, and must be submitHiggins of the Trinity Counseling ted to the Chairman of the PolitiCenter and other student guests cal Science Department before
will discuss "Homophobia" at April 13,1990.
Trinity and in today's society. 7
p.m., Wean Lounge, MCC. A F/ Happy Birthday Big Daddy Dave.

DANCE

Friday, March 16 - Urban Bush
Women, an ensemble of seven
Saturday, March 10 and Sunday, new York-based performers who
March 11 - "The Mystery of Edwin present original dance/theater
Drood," annual musical theater works. J.L. Goodwin Theatre,
production by Trinity college Austin Arts Center. General
students. 8 p.m. nightly Also at 2 Admission; $10; students and
p.m. on March 10. J.L. Goodwin senior citizens: $5. Box office:
Theatre, Austin Arts Center. (203) 297-2199. This performGeneral Admission: $8; students ance is made possible in part by a
and senior citizens: $5. Boz of- grant from the New England
Foundation for the Arts.
fice: (203) 297-2199.
MUSIC

Center. General Admission: $10;
students and senior citizens: $5.
Box office: (203) 297-2199.

THE PYRAMID OF PARIS

Contemporary art and architecture, including
1. M- Pci's glass pyramid at the Louvre, are two
of the focal poincs of our 1990 Summer Program.

A More than 40
on the French
A A short course
regular offerings
on the history of
Riviera
the Berlin Wall,
from the
A
Weekend
culminating in a
University's
excursions:
five-day study
liberal arts
Normandy,
trip
curriculum
Champagne,
Loire Valley
• A three-week
A Seminar fount
chateaux, and
French language
medieval and
Giverny
immersion
Renaissance art
program,
in Burgundy;
featuring
and modern art
cultural walking
tours

Sunday, March 18 - "Davidson
and Dance Rhythm" presented by
Artists Collective. 2 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts

Earn Money
Typing at Home!,

Earn Money
Reading Books!!

32,000/yr. income
potential. Details.
(1)602-838-8885
E xt. T 8408

$32,000/yr. income
potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
E xt. Bk 8408

Intercession:
May 28'June 15
Summer Session:
June 18-July 27
Send for our 1990
Summer Program
Brochure

THE
AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS
aMMBI NKMM IBM
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs/U.S. Office
80 East 1 lth Street, Suite 4}4
New York, New York 10003
Tel. (Z12) 677-4870
Fax. (212) 475-5205

Junior Class Committee Meeting
Tomorrow
Wednesday, February 7
At 7:30
on/ Whea
Be There

Bridge
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World & Nation
Bush's Proposed
Budget Leaves No
Room For Education

What Is To Be Done?
Patrick Shannon and Jeff Hawkins

Mac In the USSR - McDonald's In Moscow
Last Wednesday, Soviets thronged
to Pushkin square to get their first taste
of the West at
at their nation's first
McDonald's. The eager Muscovites stood
in huge lines waiting their turn to place
an order at one of the 27 cash registers in
the world's largest McDonald's.
Although long lines are common
in Moscow, customers at McDonald's
found something completely new when
the finally reached their destination:
American hospitality. Many of the 630
members of the Soviet staff were sent to
Hamburger University in Illinois to learn
company management techniques, but
more importantly to understand the
importance of service with a smile.
A good meal and friendly service,
however, can be expensive. Prices at the
Pushkin McDonakFs are relatively high
in comparison with other Moscow restaurants. At the brand new McDonald's,
a Big Mac, fries and a Goke cost 5 rubles
and 95 kopecks, that's about $9.32 at the
official exchange rate. At other less auspicious Moscow restaurants, a sandwich
sells for about 1.50 rubles, and at staterun cafeterias, a whole lunch costs only
about one ruble.
People in the Soviet union don't
: ' ^ f " v « ' ««= UVYICI,UIUUU 1-i.vji.L v

any Soviet competitor. To duplicate the
taste of their American restaurants, the
McDonald's Corporation had a $40 million food-processine plant built just outside Moscow. McDonald's also set up
special collective farms to grow potatoes
for their world famous french fries
The opening of this McDonalds
means more to the Soviet people
than a
x
quick lunch with Ronald McC
McDonald"and
the Hamburglar. The coming of p e r .
estroika and glasnost has brought not only
hope but tremendous uncertainty as well
The Soviet people must decide if they are
ready to trade the guaranteed employment, and the other economic assurances
available to them under the Soviet system
for the uncertainty of the open marketplace.
In the past five years the failings of
the Soviet system have become apparent
and most Soviets realize that quick fixes
and timid reform packages can t help the
moribund Soviet economy. What they
don't know, however, is how to successfully implement these market reforms
without creating huge amounts of dislocation and panic. Hopefully this new
McDonald's can help ease this transition
and serve as a role model for what
a u u a c i v c aa a IUIC uiMuei iur w h a t the

-By Matt DrinkwaterWoiid & Nation Writer
Once again, af t^r all the decision making, arguments and compromises, a budget is being considered by Congress that does not
give enough attention to educa^
tion.
For years, college students
have felt the bite of having to pay
exorbitant and increasing university tuitions with relatively little
help from the federal government.
The yearstocome promise to be
no different, signalled by further
cuts in student loans inthis year's
budget. Despite wanting to be
known as the "education president," George Bush has failed thus
far to announce any significant
restructuring of the manner in
which students pay for their education. They somehow find a way,
but that way is becoming more
muddled and difficult to tread
every year. Disillusionment and
the notion that college is a fouryear job preparation program
rather than aplace to expand one's
intellect, become more common-
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-.place, .every day. .Meanwhile,
Japan and other nations continue
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Homelessnesss It Can Happen Anywhere
-By Bill GhentWorld & Nation Writer
" We must do more to meet
the needs of the homeless, and
more importantly, we must do
more to understand and to eliminate the causes of homelessness."
These brave, powerful words
are those of our President, George
Bush. But as the words keep
coming from the government,
action seems to be at a standstill.
Therefore it seems that the plight
of the homeless is also our plight.
But one aspect of the homeless is
sadly being ignored by us and the
government. For when most of us
think of the homeless, we imagine people sleeping on the streets
outside of the White House or on
the streets of New York. Little
regard is paid to the rural homeless, those who live outside of the
major urban areas.
My hometown is in Southern
Illinois, an area once made prosperous by the coal mining industry.butnow itis a victim of Northern politics, whose primary goal
is to increase the wealth of Chicago, thereby letting the Southern
half starve. In this starvation, my
county boasts, among other things,
one of the top teenage pregnancy
rates in the state, one of the highest rates of unemployment, and
one of the highest rates of homelessness in Southern Illinois, and
after newly released information,
was likened to a "third world"
country due to its pathetic homeless situation.
This survey found that 2 to 3
percent of the population of Illinois is homeless, and these fig-

ures only reflect those who
checked into a shelter. Once again,
even in the impoverished economy of Southern Illinois," lack of
affordable housing" remains at
the root of these problems. But
another contributing factor is the
lack of knowledge concerning the
rural homeless and consequently,
the lack of help from citizen
groups.
"People don't realize what's
going on, it's terrible. People
think if they're not falling over
bodies on the streets there's no
problem. It's like a Third World
country down here, " said Beverly Hoover who helped to organize the four-month old Southern
Illinois Coalition for the Homeless. She said that Southern Illinois lags 10 to 20 years behind the
large metropolitan areas in having "help" systems available for
the homeless. At present day, there
are only four shelters for an area
of the state which holds half of the
state's homeless population.
"People in Chicago have buses
available; they can get to things
easier than those in downstate
Illinois. Telephones are not long
distance. If you are homeless
down here, how do you commute
75 miles to a shelter? Even if
people have a car to live in, they
don't have the gas to move the
car," said Hoover. Due to the lack
of shelters, many have had to take
refuge with family, sleep in cars,
sleep in the forest, and there was
even a case reported where a man
was found in a cave.
When I returned home from
break, I learned that a new organization was being formed by Beth
Montfort to help decrease ignorance of the rural homeless as

well as help the homeless financially. "I felt saddened and
ashamed that this is happening
right here in my own community,
in the town that I grow up and
love, the town that hold's the
Governor's Hometown Award. I
feel that once people learn about
what is happening in our community they will want to help these
people," said Montfort.
We, as students, need to
realize that homelessness does not
just exist in the cities. Instead, it

lies closer to most of our own
residences. We all know the consequences of a increased homeless population. Most of the
government's money is tied up in
red tape or simply non-existent.
Therefore, it is up to the citizens
of the community to rid themselves of this evil. We can play a
major role by helping to create or
support groups such as the one
mentioned here. Homelessness
belongs in the past, and it is our
job to make this happen.

The signs, to say the least, are
discomforting.
Moreover, if George Bush
has any serious thoughts of putting an end to widespread drug
use, he should consider investing
in education by lobbying^ Congress to pass legislation that aids
public schools, especially in the
inner-city areas where aid is so
desperately needed, and by instituting a massive, nation-wide
program of drug education starting in the early elementary grades.
As it stands, Bush still feels, according to his budget requests,
that the "drug war" can be won by
beefing up law enforcement and
military programs. It cannot.
Some may ask where, in this
age of billion dollar deficits, the
money for increased spending
should come from. How about
eliminating some of the programs
from the 303 billion dollar defense budget? Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney asks for
two mobile land-based nuclear
missiles in an age when nuclear
weapons are losing both "their
relevance and importance. He also
demands more money (in the sum
of one billion dollars) for the
biggest money-waster of them all,
the strategic Defense Initiative.
The funds for these programs
could be put to far better use in the
area of education.
True, the President asks for
the education budget to be raised
somewhat. True,- he seeks 500
million dollars for Head Start, a
program previously cut but now
reinstituted. Yet it simply is not
enough. Everyone has the right to
an education; without it, the underclass will not be able to rise
above their present situation, and
the citizens of the U.S. cannot
even consider continuing as a
world power. Clearly, a "kinder,
gentler nation" can be achieved
by the emergence of education
near or at the top of the president's
agcndacome budget writing time.

Budget deficits
The shortfalls in the federal
budget over the last 10 years: ,
in billions
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World & Nation
Superfund Changes Wont Help the Environment
-By Rachel ZoobWorld & Nation Writer
The environmental nightmare of the Reagan-era has come
and gone, but Superfund remains.
Superfund was created in 1980 as
the Environmental Protection
Agency's answer to what they
believed to be a few isolated incidents of illegal toxic waste sites
created by the private sector.
Money allocated for clean ups
was to come from the government, as well as the company
responsible for the hazardous site.
From the start, the creators of
Superfund managed to make it
one of the most ineffectual cleanup programs in the history of the
EPA. In its first two and a half
years, only five sites had been
cleaned up. The Reagan administration followed a hands-off
policy, defending that policy by
aiming to prove that "nothing
needed to be done." The administration, however, underestimated
the persistence of grass roots
organizations and public concern.
In 1986 Congress passed the
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA), setting
quotas for numbers of cleanups
and clean up methods used, as
well as reiterating the industries'
fiscal responsibility. BlakeEarly,
an attorney for Sierra Club, a
powerful conservation group, said

the ideology behind SARA was to
be "cleanup first, sue the bastards
later." This ideology failed on
both counts. As of last April, 18
out of 1,175 sites listed as "national priorities"had been reported
cleaned; and the EPA has recovered a dismal 7% of the clean up
cost from accountable industries.
This poor track record is not
due to a lack of support for toxic
waste cleanup by Congress. The
authorization to borrow money
for future legal attempts to extract
money from pol luters is there, the
EPA's willingness to enact that
authorization is not. In 1988, only
one quarter of the money set
aside for suits against violating
corporations was used. Why the
EPA's reluctance to force industry to clean up its own mess?
Present EPA administrator
William Reilly proposed a new
Superfund plan in June of 1989;
yet this review contains suggestions which will again stalemate
any real attempts at toxic waste
site cleanup. A technical assistance grant (TAG), aimed at helping victims who live at toxic waste
dump sites can be applied for by
special interest environmental
groups. Upon receiving their
application, the EPA can drop that
site from the Superfund program
list, transferring the application
into a weaker toxic-waste cleanup
program, which does not allow
residents to receive TAG money.
In essence, this "pass the buck"

system allows each program to
disqualify applicants if they have
applied for other grants. As Ted
Smith, organizer of National
Toxics Campaign phrased it, "the
EPA would have to bend their
own rules to give us a grant."
An environmental plea bargain has been set up in the new
Superfund plan whereby polluters conduct site studies and
cleanup operations. This "inherent conflict of interest" is what
makes Reilly's plan so dangerou|. By using words like "flexibility and cooperation" -linking
the private and public sectors
together in a seeming common
interest goal, the EPA is directing
companies towards loopholes in
cleanup processes. Substandard
cleanup projects will appease an
unwitting public as well as corpo-

rate bank accounts.
Cost-benefit analysis is also
a part of the reconstruction of
Superfund. Cost effectiveness as
an important factor in the decision making process is realistic
and justified. The EPA, however,
looks at cost benefit first. Decisions are made whether to investigate a specific site only after
cost benefit has been determined,
thus, only after a project is deemed
cost effective does the EPA even
considerthe public health protection goals of the cleanup.
One example of cost consideration taking precedence over
health standards is a decision by
the EPA to put a clay cap over a
toxic waste site at Bayou Sorrel,
Louisiana. The bayou is flooded
approximately every two years.
One environmentalist compared

Cristiani: No "Shining Example"
Salvadoran government for a
-By Aaron Bennett& Jen Barr- grand total of $284 million for the
World & Nation Writers
upcoming year.
Christiani's visit to the White
The president of El Salvador, House was sparked by the increasAlfredo Christiani, received high ing awareness of the true state of
praise from George Bush for his affairs in El Salvador. Last Sepefforts to bring to justice those tember, thirty-two Senators opresponsible for the torture and posed the usually unopposed formurder of six Jesuit priests, their eign aid package to El Salvador.
cook and her daughter last No- Instead these members of Convember. Bush also recommended gress supported $85 million of
a $62 million increase in aid to the military aid conditional upon no
human rights abuses.
Granted, this action probably would have not reduced the
oppression in this Massachusettssized country, but it obviously
once fashionable habit is now sent a message to the rulers of El
considered an inconsiderate and Salvador that prompted them to
dangerous vice.
send their Georgetown-educated
People cannot be protected president to meet with our Yalefrom themselves. In a free society educated president.
people should bear the responsiPresident Christiani was
bility for caring for their own elected in 1988 by fifteen percent
bodies. The government is re- of the people of El Salvador. He
sponsible in this situation only to is amemberof the ARENA politimake guidelines and suggestions cal party which is in control of the
to its citizens. They cannot ex- military and all three branches of
pect to control the drug problem government, including the justice
simply by throwing money at it, system which may be try ing those
There is no reason to assume who barbarously killed the Jesuthat legalization of drugs would its.
turn this country into a nation of
The ARENA party sponsors
drug users. Legalization com- death squad activity and is rebined with education would curb sponsible for the murder of Archthe drugproblemmuch faster than bishop Oscar Romero almost ten
spending the taxpayers' dollars years ago. It is obvious that Chrisattempting to arrest every smug- tiani is not in control, in fact, he is
gler, dealer and user. As long as a puppet for ARENA'S presidentdrugs are illegal we will be faced for-Iife, Roberto D'Aubuisson,
with the problems associated with who is quoted as saying, "You
drug-related crime.

Legalization is The Only WayOut
-By Steve SafranSenior Editor
When the government of the
United States of America decided
to ban the consumption and sale
of alcohol in the 1920's, the effect
on the criminal sector was immediate—they prospered as never
before. People looked wherever
they could to find alcohol, and
that meant purchasing from the
criminals who manufactured and
distributed the contraband substance. Incidences of addiction
were just as rampant as they had
been before Prohibition. The
"Bootleggers" controlled the
product and many built empires
around money made from alcohol
sales.
Finally, the government resorted to the only possible mean
of controlling alcohol related
crime—they declared an end to
Prohibition in 1933.
Now a similar problem faces
the country. Gang warfare in Los
Angeles, New York and other
urban locales claims the lives of
thousands of citizens each year.
Much of the money that goes to
the purchasing of weapons is made
by the gangs through drug sales.
Crack has become the latest problem of the era; its plentiful quanritv and cheannrice have made it
the most popular drug on the
streets. It is also among the most
addictive and is potentially fatal.
People under the influence of
crack will do whatever they can to
get the money that will help them
perpetuate their habit..
We are now faced with the
issue of legalizing drugs. Once
thesubject of sixties-related jokes,
legalization has come into discussion as a method of controlling
drug-related violence. If the
government were to legalize
drugs, the dealers and criminals

would go out of business, as did
the Bootleggers of the Prohibition era.
The opponents of legalization maintain that it would create
havoc. They argue that people
who are currently not taking drugs
would be tempted to experiment
if the drugs become legal.
A well educated public is the
bestanswertothisproblem. Those
who are aware of the terrible effects of drugs would know better
than to try the substances. Drug
treatment programs would help
the addicts in much the same way
that Alcoholics Anonymous aids
recovering alcoholics.
Education works. Cigarette
smoking is well on its way to
becoming a habit of the past. The
massive campaign by the govern-.
ment to educate people about the
dangers of smoking has turned
public opinion dramatically. The

this to, "opening an umbrella to
keep off the rain while standing in
a swimming pool."
Although there are positive
initiatives delineated in Reilly's
new Superfund that will decrease
turnover rates of Superfund
cleanup managers and promote
consistency in some cleanup efforts, the decision by Reilly to
prioritize the cleanup in terms of
the cost to the polluter, not human
health and protection of the environment, is threatening news.
The reform of the Superfund
program gives the richest polluters control over the extent to
which their dumps will becleaned
up. Unfortunately, most companies, when choosing between
safety of the community and cost
reduction, pick the pocketbook
over the people.

Germans were very intelligent.
You realized that the Jews were
responsible for the spread of
Communism, and you began to
kill them."
The fascist government of El
Salvador continues to oppress the
people whom it purports to represent. Numerous events in recent
months, including the bombing of
the headquarters of the largest
union in the country, as well as the
office of the humanitarian group
representing the mothers of the
disappeared, coupled with the
torture and murder of the Jesuits,
point to the blatant elimination by
the government of all opposing
ideas. Intimidation is synonymous with Salvadoran reality and
it consists of no freedom whatsoever.
Since the civil war began approximately ten years ago, over
71,000 Salvadorans have been
killed, mostly civilians, and the
U.S. government has supplied
them with approximately $4 billion and numerous military advisers. The U.S. justifies this by
upholding the myth that the
FMLN, the opposition, is being
supplied by the Nicaraguan government. Even though the fascist
ARENA government is rife with
corruption, the U.S. government
continues to perpetuate a veneer
of democracy. In fact, Mr. Bush
was quoted in the Hartford Courant as saying Christiani is a "shining example to all of us."

Tripod Forum
"I never ihouulit

'illy happened.; I

"Misers are no fun to live with, but they make great ancestors,"
-Economics Prof. Curran in Econ 101. (Later, he attributed it to the text "Principles of Corporate
Finance,")
"Couldn't you say that prejudkeis a dominant American value? I mean, it was ia the Tripod,"
-A Senior in Prof. Valocchi's Sociology 101 class.
"To most people 1.2 trillion dollars is a lot of money."
-President Bush during his State of the Union Address, January 31.
"It's a rather complicated sandwich."
Muscovite Valeriya Kaverina during her first encounter with a Big Mac.
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Arts
Winter Fest: From
Good to the Best
choreographed by Robert S.
Kintz, was disappointing. Classical ballet is always beautiful to
watch - but not when the timing is
Dance Services Network continuously off. The dancers
presented Winter Fest '90 on Fri- created many graceful tableaus
day Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. in Goodwin and were interesting to watch
Theater for an audience comprised when each dancer danced indimainly of community members. vidually, but whenever they
Four separate pieces were shown, joined ensemble, the eye was
each seeming more masterful than inevitably drawn to the missed
timings. While the staging was
the last.
very
pleasing to the eye, the preThe first piece. Dances in the
Madhouse choreographed by cision needed much more work.
The third piece, Event #16:
Robert S. Kintz, was a four part
modem ballet piece set in an asy- On the Way, improvographed by
lum. Six barefoot dancers wear- Bonita Weisman, instantly reing hospital johnnies sat in de- vived the audience. Described as
pressed poses on the stage. Ac- "a highly structured improvisacompanied by an onstage flute tional piece," the dance quickly
and acoustic guitar, one woman altered from rapid to slow motion Samira Mall-Darby of Winter Fest '90
performed the tango with an in- movements without losing its
visible partner in what appeared momentum. The company of ten with the help of her outer voice
to be a grounded ballet. A waltz- dancers were accompanied by and her inner voice portrayed by
ing man and woman followed next music ranging from Yaz-style the saxophone....It is just the raw
by elegantly dancing and support- sounds to African beats to an sensation of human experience."
ing each other. Their dance be- onstage couple arguing in gibberUsing African rhythms juxcame violent as they struggled to ish.
taposed with the bluesy sax, the
maintain balance and conseMuch of the performance woman moved joyously at times
quently attacked each other. centered on graceful contact and seemed repressed during othEventually "killing" the woman, improvisation, but there were ers. Later.the African beatreigned
the man carried her back to her sections when they grouped to- and the woman danced in seemchair, bowing to herlimp body in gether by gender and ran while ingly traditional movements as she
gracious "thanks for the dance" avoiding the other group. When skipped arid contracted her body
fashion.
.
one sex interacted with the other, as a free spirit. When the sax
The third section, titled Bal- he or she was stared at until re- suddenly reappeared, she found
lad, showed a man trying to gain joining their respective group. At she was completely grounded.
control although he had no bal- one point, Weisman improvised
ance and. could not stand on his 1 an intriguing solo dance, twisting
own. Depressed, he slunk off and her body in ways not seeming
hid under his chair. His partner possible, yet never losing her
skipped on and became frustrated center of balance. They then
when nobody paid attention to continued with a long section of
-By Patricia Piersonher. Hurt, she approached an- spellbinding contact improvisaManaging Editor
other patient land merely leaned tion, ending by falling often or
milling
aimlessly
around
the
on her; begging for support in an
Hartford Symphony princi• • ' • .
unstable world. Samba, the fourth s t a g e . . ; - • ' • • . ' • : ,
pal cellist Jeffrey Krieger perpiece, was sharp and quick in
The fourth piece was a formed Sunday evening at the
which thepatiehts whirled wildly, masterpiece. Tales of Esprit, Koeppel Student Center. In a
yet always in unison. Although choreographed and performed by departure from his classical backthe patients seemed to finally have Samira Mall-Darby, was moving ground, Krieger played electric
their act together, even bowing to and thought-provoking. In the cello, an instrument that blends
the audience, the image was shat- program, the piece was described the mellow tones of acoustic cello
tered when they continued to bow as, "Sometimes laden with hu- with the creative potential of an
all over the stage.
mor, sometimes with the burden electronic instrument.
The second major piece, of sadness. We follow one woman
Kneger began his set with
Symphony No. 1 inCMajor. also through her mental excursions, Cello Chi, composed by Sarah
Hopkins. Incorporating a wide
selection of notes, the piece exemplified the variety of tones that
the instrument can produce. Intended as a musical form of the
dance T'ai Chi, the work echoed
its fluid, disciplined movements.
Following the Hopkins piece
on a \i)i i t \. omul illi\m«her
was Shadows inJLight, commis-in \ieole ilorrtliUih.li I n it Whi'i travel me
sioned by the AIDS Ministry in an
attempt to respond artistically to
the m.iri inutiiiuilK s ( i s «. its
the disease Composed by Ken
niuniiiy IK ion tl < i iraud nu s
Steen. the work had a haunting,
ID .. \pl un his phu onii rum to
hollow sound-evocative of the
hi PIC
\ S J u W Kli llu
emptiness felt by those who have
l 'I is I k
ii' v pi i < I !>*- lost as a result of AIDS. Krieger
rsi i II II I h sitii Plavv nririL
performed this piece with sensitivity and finesse, translating his
( MK'f
skill on the acoustic cello into a
I hi i i, 11 in i ,m ..(1
more modern musical realm.
1J I v IJ IS Mm \rnwn me
Knegei \s nexttwo selections
lit \ I ">, II ip Vn.nu *\
successfully stretched the enveK iii I i-. ihii iii(nis IIIIIK i n m
lope of creativity. Hendrix-Esque,
• J ill | ' i \ t i n IN i i u u n l i
composed by Henry Gaiazda, wasdiniK isi uiiHpi mlni.ifmliLr
"Kind of attribute to Jimi Hendnx," said Kneger. The work
hnilul.i\
involved cello as well as taped,
S
i ii r / I l o ' iiitt n u n
synthesized recordings of
n „ llu \M r i in i V nit tin Jt >.t
Hendnx's vocals and guitar riffs.
«.r rh»«- 1 Inns ^ ( i 1 o n k d>i
|
Here, Kneger's instrument
matched the sounds played on
\Ni»hi AilhrhiC us A mien nu«ii l i s r u s p u l o i i r u H i u in
tape.
ncjr future
Support ihc
'v Kimtr Silk «H) t nd rii
Most remarkable of the four
ucicd hj Mi in KIUIL s»2 A
selections was Krieger's interpresurrB.il d'dmi the pU> crntei&
tation otWith Love by Vivian
Adelburg Rudow. As with the
previous piece, this work inte-by Nicole MorettiArts Editor

Unable to move her feet, she entered an argument/contest of
sounds with the sax. When the
two merged, she was able to move
again. Taking off her pants, she
polished the floor where her feet
had been immobilized.
In Mall-Darby's last section,
TheWaningMoon. she used sharp
yet surprisingly fluid motions.
Wearing a stark white unitard,
she flowed in circular patterns
with long, stretched motions. The
lights dimmed to reveal her fluorescent outfit and she continued

to dance, ending by stripping
herself and throwing the glowing
garment offstage. The image was
quite extraordinary and MallDarby received a standing ovation.
The performances were followed by a wine reception and
auction to help raise money for
Dance Services Network. A nonprofit organization, DSN is a
group of dance professionals
organized to enhance and increase
the arts in Connecticut.

Electric Cello Galvanizes

Jesters Performing Award
Winning Flays This Week

grated cassette sounds and live
cello.
The tape featured monologues of children discussing their
mothers, and their mother's importance to them. Paralleling the
sentiments expressed in the recordings, Krieger's music employed upbeat as well as reflective motifs.
Sounds of storms and wind
blowing, babbling, and the playing of music boxes simulated all
stages of a child's growth and
development. One melody featured in the second movement
incorporated the introduction and
conclusion of the work with a
blues-inspired tune.
Following the concert, Krieger expressed his affinity for
electric cello by stating that this
music, ". .is much more of our
IBBjHBHjIJMjWHHMBwB

culture. That's why I like doing
it, because I don' t have to imagine
what a composer meant to say 400
years ago. Today, we don't have
those kinds of ears."
According to Krieger, "Ordinary people are just crazy about
[electronic music]." He asserts
that, in the future, "People are
going to be doing lots of different
types of music," perhaps increasing the popularity of electric cello
as well as other similar instruments.
With this instrument, "You
have to be precise in a different
way," Krieger observed. His skill
with both forms of the instrument
reflect the blend of technological
ability and fluency in traditional.
styles which may characterize
generations of musicians and
composers to come.

' • • ••^^^«»MSHfiBHHfliBttBflfll^BEwi

P|C!2|lSi^MHll

Jeffrey Krieger and his electric cello

Photo hv Kathleen 5. Thomas
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Arts
Liz 'n' Russ
by Liz Healy and Russ Kauff

Driving Miss Daisy
Russ
Do you want to see an excellent film, a film perfectly paced and
with all the good subtleties and nuances of a well written play? Do you
want to see two outstanding performances by two masters of the art?
Yes? Well, Driving Miss Daisy may not have received all the hype of
this year's blockbusters, but it is beyond a doubt one of the best films
I've seen in a very, very long time.
The two performances - Jessica Tandy as Miss Daisy, an aging
Southern Jewish woman, and Morgan Freeman as Hoke Coleman, the
Black man hired by Daisy's son (played ably by, surprisingly, Dan
Akroyd) as her chauffeur - are fantastic. Jessica Tandy has long
received far more credit for her stage appearances and Morgan Freeman simply hasn't received enough praise, but the two have with this
film eliminated any doubts about their positions as true cinematic
forces.
Therelationship that develops between Daisy and Hoke is marvelously subtle as it parallels the race line in post World War II Georgia
and how it evolves through the 1970's. Idealistic as it may be, the
audience leaves the theatre feeling a sense that if these two vastly
different people can transcend their prejudices and develop such a
beautiful friendship, so can we all.
Greater social implications aside, driving miss Daisy is simply a
great film, one that certainly will be remembered at Oscar time and
definitely shouldn't be missed.
.Liz
It is incredible to me how some of the best films I have ever seen
are so simple—in their story lines and structures. It is back to the
basics—a good script can make for the most powerful films. Driving
Miss Daisy is a film like that.
We follow the friendship which builds over the course of some
thirty years between Miss Daisy, a delightfully crabby Southern
Jewish relic, and her black chauffeur, Hoke, a sweet and patient man,
yet not without a strong voice of his own.
Director Bruce Beresford beautifully shows us their relationship
developing along with the passage of time, while the transition which
takes place when they are driving mirrors the transitions in the world
and of Miss Daisy andHoke. It seems almost too simple—but it works
perfectly.
Both characters are confronted with prejudice in the racially tense
Georgia of the 1950's and especially 1960's, while at the same time
Hoke is confronted with Miss Daisy's own stubborn prejudice. Yet,
Hoke is Miss Daisy's only friend, and that is what makes their
unfolding relationship so fascinating and entertaining to watch.
Driving Miss Daisy is perfectly and delicately structured, making
it an exquisite, vibrant, touching film to watch. It is filled with two
lifetimes worth of experience, learning and history, and it the same
time, it is so very simple.

Silence Never Sounded Sweeter
-By Cliff RadelThe Cinncinnati Enquirer
The sounds of silence never
sounded sweeter. Simon &
Garfunkel's masterpieces have
been digitally remastered and put
on compact disc.
•Simon & Garfunkel, "Collected Works," Columbia.
A mere 35 years ago, two
grade-school chums, Paul Simon
and Art Garfunkel, started writing music together. Twenty years
ago, they broke up. This month
they were inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame. And now
the duo's induction is commemorated with the release of "Collected Works," a CD reissue containing digitally remastered versions of their five studio albums.
"Collected Works" is first,
and foremost, a tribute to Simon
& Garfunkel, their sound and the
depth of their music. Because of
how their performances have been
enhanced by digital remastering
— a chore handled by the pair's
longtime engineer and co-producer, Roy Halee — the tripleCD set is also a testament to digital technology.
The voices of Simon & Garfunkel didn't just blend, they
merged. Once together, theirtones
recombined like a chemical reaction to produce a new sound independent of a simple mixing of two
male, American voices from the
New York borough of Queens.
Singing highly literate lyrics, Simon & Garfunkel harmonized over a pageantry of musical
genres — from folk and pop to
rock. With Simon as chief composer, the duo's material ultimately stretched well beyond the
narrow quarters of folk music that
defined their first album, 1964's
"Wednesday Morning, 3 A.M."
That first recording has been
digitally remixed as well as digitally remastered. Halee wanted to
give some clarity to its original
muffled sound so instruments like
the guitar, banjo and bass didn't

sound like they were being played
through a bale of hay.
"Wednesday Morning, 3
A.M." contained a simple acoustic song of solitude, "The Sound
of Silence." After a producer
added electric guitars, the song
was reissued, became a hit and
turned this—as Simon later wrote
in "Homeward Bound" — "poet
and a one-man band" into superstars whose two-man career ended
in 1970 just before "Bridge Over
TroubledWater"swepttheGrammys.
Since 1970, Simon and Garfunkelhave made several attempts
to regroup. Their partnership has
not lasted but their music has. In
addition to the hits, "The Sound
of Silence," "Scarborough FairCanticle," "Mrs. Robinson," etc.,
their lasttwo albums, "Bookends"
and "Bridge Over Troubled Water," exhibit a timelessness that
makes such songs as the introspective travelogue, "America,"
and the anthem, "Bridge Over
Troubled Water," sound quite
contemporary.

That can't be said about the
duo's second album, "Sounds of
Silence." Some of its arrangements are as dated as a pair of gogo boots. And the fidelity—even
in its digitally remastered state —
sounds as flat as a 45.
That fidelity and the liner
notes" lack of any recording data,
whether dates or sidemen, are
"Collected Works'" failings.
While they are flaws, they hardly
detract from the music. The
package's 58 songs capture the
past, present and future.
"Wednesday Morning, 3
A.M." is a time capsule from the
mid-'60s folk music craze. Songs
like "April Come She Will" and
"El Condor Pasa" point to the
pair's present pursuits. For Garfunkel, it's arty songs like "April
Come She Will." Simon has
turned to world-beat music. But,
before he did "Graceland," there
was "El Condor Pasa."
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Organ Series Continues All
Sundays in February
I he Si..'a>ik1 perlormance in the "lebruarv revival
lor Origin" scries will take place on Sunday, February I I
.11 id will leature laleen I hint. The "lebruary Festival"
oilers and orti,ari recital by a prominent artist eachSunday
"afternoon at:3 pan. during February annually. , : :o
:;
Hileeit Flunt teac-hes or»>Yni at the UniVersitxot
l.iMlkl o i l .

She studied i
Irotn

Bosk

I he performances are tree tor I rmttv MiulenK
I acuity, and stall'and take pace on the Austin pipe orj;an
at Trinity Col lent- Chapel.
•

WRTC FM February Concert Calendar (89.3 stereo)
LEIGH GREGORY
(WTRC CD Artist)
Underground, Trinity
College
MEAT PUPPETS
Living Room, Providence
DEL CR AND ALLS
(WRTC CD Artist)
Municipal Cafe, Hartford
THE NEW CONSERVA
TIVE AVANT-GARDE
SOU1 FORCE REVOLU
TION
UHart Pub, Hartford
MARILLION
Paramount, Springfield
THICK AS THIEVES
(WRTC CD Artist)
Cool Moose Cafe, Hartford
10 MOTATION
Hillside Jazz Club, Water
bury (757-9977)
DONNA THE BUFFALO
Iron Horse, North Hamp
ton

JACK BRUCE AND
GINGER BAKER
Living Room, Providence

11 PRO-CHOICE BENEFIT
FEATURING CASSELBERRY-DUPREE,
MARY CHAPIN CAR
PENTER, GARNET RO
GERS, AND CHRIS
SMITHER
Hampshire College (413)
'
586-5272
JAMES MOODY QUARTET
Hartford Holiday Inn

JACK BRUCE AND GIN
GER BAKER
Toads, New Haven
THROWING MUSES,
BULLET LAVOLT A,
LEMONHEADS, DRIVE
WAY
Channel, Boston
12 MARILLION
Toads, New Haven
GOTHIC FLAME
Living Room, Providence
13 DENNIS BROWN!
channel, Boston
14 JAMES MONTGOMERY
Channel, Boston
15 THROWING MUSES
Toads, New Haven

JOHNKRUTH
Underground, Trinity College
16 DRI - NASTY GARAGE
Living Room, Providence
THE ZULUS
Channel, Boston
17 JON GORDON QUARTET
Hillside Jazz Club, Watebury
AZTEC TWO STEP
Iron Horse, North Hampton
JACK SMITH AND THE
HARDLINERS
Nightshift, Naugatuck
THE DOLLS
Living Room, Providence
STEVEN WRIGHT
Paramount, Springfield
18 THE MACHINE (from NY)
Toads, New Haven
19 MCCOY TYNER TRIO
Ironhorse, North Hampton
ACE FREELY
Toads, New Haven

21 BRANFORD MARSALIS
Ironhorse, North Hampton

27 MAX CREEK
Toads, New Haven

22 ROBERT GORDON
Toads, New Haven
23 FARENHEIT
Channel, Boston
24 RICHARD THOMPSON
Iron Horse, North Hampton
GIACOMO GATES,
MIKE MUSILLAMI,
MARIO PAVONE, MIKE
DUQUETTE
Hillside Jazz Club, Waterbury
MOMENTS NOTICE
Nightshift, Naugatuck
NEWPORT JAZZ ALLSTARS
UConn Jorgensen Auditorium
BOP HARVEY
Living Room, Providence
25 LILLIAN AXE
Living Room, Providence

26 XYZ
Toads, New Haven
REQUEST LINE: 297-2450

MULGREW MILLER
TRIO
Iron Horse, North Hampton
28 BUD COLLINS TRIO
Underground, Trinity College
COMING IN MARCH: •THl
WRTCDOUBLE INDEMNITY

ROCK COMPILATION Cl
RELEASE PARTY
Thursdays - Reggae Night
Cleveland Cafe, Hartford
Sundays - Jazz with Les Shaw ant
the Mark Templeton Trio
Capitol Hill, Hartford

Bantam Sports Broadcast Sched
ule
8

Hockey vs Iona 7:35pm

14 HockeyatWesleyan7:35pn
20 Hockey at Conn. Collegi
7:35
21 Basketball at Amherst 8pm
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Arts
hARTford scene
2/6 and 2/7
Nigel Kennedy
The English violinist debuts with the Hartford Symphony.
Capturing "Record of the Year" honors from Gramaphone
magazine, he has been compared with everybody from
Jascha Heifitz to Jimi Hendrix. The Bushnell. 8 p.m. Tix:
$10-$28
Thru 2/16
ENCYCLOPEDICS
Using various mediums, "ENCYCLOPEDICS" present
the work of three artists who explore the way information
is organized, recognized, or processed through the
complex interaction of sight and mental association, made
possible by the natural microprocessors and megabytes
within us. Real Art Ways. Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
FREE!
2/7 - 2/17
Incident at San Bajo
-The third production in the PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD
series, "Incident" is the story of a mysterious
'communicide' in a desert town. Seven survivors explain
how a $5 vial, a stranger in black, and a lucky impulse
prevented them from becoming victims as well.
Company One. Mon-Fri 12:15 p.m. Fri & Sat 8:15 p.m.
Tix: $9 with lunch. 6$ brown baggers.
Now thru 3/25
Mannerism to Modernism: Master Drawings from the
Wadsworth Museum

Bahia Magic in DanceBrazil
Artists Collective Brings Brazilan Traditions
-by Marianne Stevenson
Special to the Tripod
and Nicole MorettiArts Editor
Last Sunday, Artists Collective presented Jelon Vieira and
DanceBrazil in Goodwin Theater
at 3 p.m. The New York based
company brought the rich and
exciting culture of Brazil to Trinity with traditional and modern
Afro-Brazilian dance forms. The
exhilarating beat and vibrant costumes compelled the audience to
experience the mystery of a distant place.
The first demonstration was
a simulation of a coridomble ceremony, Condomble is a religion

centered in Bahia that has taken
root in various other regions of
Brazil. To begin the ceremony,
the people purify the ground by
scattering flower petals or leaves
and burning inscense. After this,
the
Orixas (gods and goddesses) are
. free to enter the realm of the
people.
The first offerings are to the
god and goddess Exu and Pombajira (the devil and his wife) so
they will not cause mischief for
the entrances of the other gods, In
DanceBrazil's production, the
people evoked the numerous gods
to join them in the celebration of
the gods' powers. Each god was
recognizable by costume color and
dance movement that was used to

The Austin Art Center
presents
TRINITY
C 0 L t 1 U I

i *^V > *^>%°'^

I-l" Goaiwin Theatre

»t*

A Performance Pass Event

For tickets and information contact Hie box olficc .it 297-2199.

:V

summon him. The specific dances
were symbolic of their individual
domain. For instance, Iahsa, the
goddess of fire and wind, was
drawn to the people by quick and
sinuos movements that are characteristic of storms and fierce
winds.
For those unfamiliar with
condomble, the piece was alive
with unknown symbolism and
exotic rhythms. Those more
knowledgable with Brazilian culture and the dominant religion of
Bahia may have found the piece
lacking the energy of the people.
As a production, DanceBrazil's
performance resembled the traditional ceremony as closely as
possible considering the complex
sentiments of the religion.
The second demonstration
wasmaculele, adance which originated in the sugar cane fields of
Bahia, the center of African culture in Brazil. The dance is symbolized by the use of wooden
batons, and at one point swords,
which performers employed to
create a "duel" re-creation. The
sparks created by the clashing
swords instilled excitement into
the audience.
Perhaps the best piece, capoeira was performed last. Capoeira is a dance originated by
slaves in an attempt to keep the
African culture alive within the
repressive confines of their masters. This dance is a fast and
graceful martial arts exhibition in
which dancers use acrobatics and
body strength.
Receiving strong audience
reaction, DanceBrazil allowed
the Hartford community to experience a taste of Bahia.

This exhibition of over 140 drawings and watercolors
embraces 400 years of history and a wide variety of
styles, forms, and purposes. With everyone from Degas
to Walt Disney, this highlights a particularly rich aspect
of the Ateneum's permanent collection. Wadsworth
Atheneum.

Scrib Sez: Sit or Spin
by Bill Schreiber
They Might be Giants, Flood, Electra
If you have never heard of They Might be Giants, you are really
missing out on a strange and obscure aspect of modem American
culture/reality. The band is of the simplest make-up: a pair of Johns,
a drum machine, a Couple of guitars, and of course an accordion. John
Flansburgh and John Linnel recorded their first album They Might Be
Giants in '86 which was followed up in '88 by their second work,
Lincoln. Their most recent piece is flowing under the title Flood, and
while the band has switched from their indy-label Bar-None records to
the big time nasties of Electra, this album definitely continues in their
bizarro fashion non-trend The Giants ahve not set for themselves.
They manage to masterfully combine the electronic rhythm section of
a drum machine and synthesized basses with stylin' little country-ish
guitar licks, a little nutty accordion playing, and really whacked lyrics.
And I mean whacked! These two are really strange people, as in,
like two of the most bizarre minds since Einstein or Jello Biafra or John
Claud. The absolutely have this culture wrapped and packaged in a
shoe box. The words reflect the same mentalities behind The Simpsons
or Married With Children. Believe it or not, middle America is really
out there - beyond Pennsylvania their exists a strange and wild land of
White Castles, pink plastic flamingoes, and blue light specials. And
the Giants have tapped into it. All three of their albums (each with three
or more ditties) reflect a higher conscience or recognition of weird
stuff. Yet, they print all their lyrics and you can understand them in
songs, but then you really think about it and say, "what the hell does that
crap mean?" And that's pretty cool. Any band that canmake you think
about reality in a different light has something going for it. These guys
should get together with De La Soul and run for office or open a video
arcade or something.
Songs to look for include "Istanbul (not Constantinople)",
"Minimum Wage", and "Women and Men". I definitely recommend
you find out about this band before they are ruling the earth (i.e. buy
the record). Flood has a great rock and ballad mixture of 19 new
conglomerations of wacky song writing and cool tunes. I also highly
recommend their 'first album as the root of all thid mayhem. Finally,
see this duo live. Word is they are really fresh.
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Reverse Shot
by Michael J. DlAmato
Flashback is a Flash in the Pan
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Two Men Plus Two Pianos
Equals One Great Jazz Show
-by Maria G. BlackburnAustin Arts Center Publicist
February blues got you
down? Don't fret. How can you
be blue when jazz greats James
Dapogny and Butch Thompson
will be performing at Trinity on
February 11? Quite simply, you
can't. The two Midwestern pianists, each of whom is a success in
his own right, have collaborated
previously on an album and are
currently touring together bringing their repertoire of traditional
jazz favorites to jazzophiles everywhere.
On Sunday, Dapogny and
Thompson will perform selections
both as solo artists and together
on dual pianos (Thompson will
also perform on clarinet). The
program will include such classics as "How Can I Be Blue,"
Jelly Roll Morton's "Fickle Fay
Creep," Duke Ellington's "The
Mooche," and a Fats Waller
Medley including "Honeysuckle
Rose," If It Ain't Love," and "I've
Got a Feeling I'm Falling;'
Jazz has always been a love
of pianist James Dapogny. As a
teenager in his hometown of
Chicago he came into contact with
such jazz pioneers as Little Brother
Montgomery, Junie Cobb, Mike
McKendrick and Baby Dobbs.
"As a kid I was interested in
all jazz, but meeting these players, who had helped to make jazz
history, made a powerful musical
and personal impression on me.
As my involvement in jazz deepened so did my interest in other
music, particularly in music theory and composition."
Although he has played with
many bands (including those of
Bob Wilber, Cozy Cole, Pee Wee
Erwin and Doc Cheatham)
Dapogny's favorite band is his
own. In 1976 he formed James
Dapogny's Chicago Jazz Band
with the goal of having arange of
traditional jazz from ragtime
through swing.
In 1979, Dapogny became
accompanist, bandleader and arranger for blues singer Sippie
Wallace. Together with his band
they have performed throughout
the United States in such places as
the Montreux-Detroit International Jazz Festival, Tanglewood
and The David Letterman Show.
The band's album, Sippie, (on
Atlantic Records) received a
Grammy nomination.

In addition to being a performer, James Dapogny is amusic
theorist-historian as well. An
Associate Professor of Music at
the University of Michigan, he
has written a number of biographi cal-critical articles for Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians and a book entitled Jelly
Roll Morton: The Collected Piano Music.
In 1988, Dapogny produced
For Real, an album which blends
state-of-the-art digi tal technology
with an old-fashioned unedited
recording style, resulting in an
historically accurate, exciting
true-live sound. That same year
James Dapogny's Chicagoans—
a jazz trio— cut a record for the
Stomp Off label and completed a
piano album in conjunction with
Butch Thompson.
Pianist Butch Thompson
came into national prominence as
the house pianist on American
Public Radio's popular "A Prairie
Home Companion." But his career as a jazz pianist and clarinetist began long before his collaboration with Garrisson Keillor.
. Having studied both clarinet
and piano in his youth, Thompson
was already sitting in with dixieland and dance bands in and
around his home town of Marine
on St. Croix, Minnesota by the
time he was a teenager. His main
interest at that time was boogie
woogie piano.
Thompson began his professional career in 1962 at age 19
with the Hall Brothers New Orleans Jazz Band of Minneapolis.
Coronetist Charlie DeVore, the
bands musical director took Thompson under his wing and brainwashed the youngster into a lasting infatuation with New Orleans
jazz. (Incidentally, Thompson is
still a member of the Hall Brothers Band today.)
With the Hall Brothers and
their imported guest artists, Thompson has played with virtually
every big name in the business,
including Willie and Percy
Humphry, Ralph Sutton, Eubie
Blake, Max Morath and many
others.
It is from his solo recordings
of the music of New Orleans pianist, composer and bandleader
"Jelly Roll" Morton that Butch
Thompson first gained recognition from the traditional jazz
world. Most experts consider
Thompson to be the foremost
interpreter today of Morton's

music.
In 1979 Thompson formed
"The Butch Thompson Trio" with
bassist Bill Evans and drummer
"Red" Maddock. Although that
was the year the band became the
house band for "The Prairie Home
Cornpanion,"Thompsonhas been
associated with the radio show
since its first broadcast in 1974.
Over the years he has accompanied diverse acts, improvised
"scores" for the show's hilarious
mock commercials and "radio
dramas" written by host Garrison
Keillor.
Thompson \s current projects
include work on a soundtrack for
the film "Eight Men Out," and a
role in an upcoming Broadway
show, "Mr. Jelly Roll Lord" in
which he will act both as musical
consultant and as the 'fingers' of
Jelly Roll Morton.
So head to the Austin Arts
Center on February 11 for an
amazing evening of cool tunes,
by Dapogny and Thompson.

Last week Dennis Hopper appeared on the David Letterman show to
promote the movie Flashback. He sported a slick, pinstripe suit and an
attitude one would expect more from a rich car dealership owner than
from an actor whose roles in such films as Easy Rider. Apocalypse
Now. The American Friend, and Blue Velvet have made him into
Hollywood's favorite counter-mainstream star. Hopper was unable to
respond to Letterman's chidings that his new style made him a sellout.
Flashback also does not offer much proof to refute Letterman's
charges. Despite what appear to be some good intentions on the part
of the director Franco Amurri, as he tries to wrestle with the relationship between 60's and 80's cultural attitudes, the film never manages
to move beyond the most stereotypical representations of each of these
periods in American history.
The first sign that all does not bode well for the film is when we
meet Hopper's character, Huey Walker. Huey has been captured after
two decades for unhitching the train car Spiro Agnew (vice-President
during the Nixon administration) was on during his whistle-stop tour
of America. The F.B.I, has to transport Huey from San Francisco to
Spokane for his sentencing. F.B.I. agent Buckner (Kiefer Sutherland)
shows up to escort Huey. As wilt happen whenever there is a big lag
in the film (and this is often) director Amurri must insert a pop tune (in
this instance Hendrix's version of "All Along the Watchtower") to
bolster the silliness occurring onscreen. The constant use of hip 60's
rock tunes and 80's college music serves only to make us aware of how
we are watching yet another film by-product of the video/MTV
dominated mainstream.
It is clear that the Huey Walker character is modeled after the
counter-culture hero Abbie Hoffman. Like Hoffman in real life, Huey
has had to go "underground" to avoid being arrested. However,
whereas Hoffman remained politically active even while on the run, it
seems that Huey has chosen only to let his beard grow. Thus, for
example, rather than working for the homeless or smuggling El
Salvadorian refugees overthe Mexican border, all wants to do is get his
book published by escaping from the F.B.I. Hopper's much admired
ability to play the psychotic is turned into self-parody. His mannerisms
are forced and he can barely deliver the cliches written for his part by
writer David Lougher.
Flashback serves up all of the truisms about 60's culture. The film
is cluttered with sixties' iconography including references to Woodstock, lovebeads, arid men approaching middle-age drinking Rolling
Rock and wondering why they "sold out" to become lawyers and real
estate salesmen. This nostalgia is overplayed, sentimental, and boring.
It also seems a perverse commercialized mockery of the nobler aspects
of 60's politics and culture. Huey, in a flash of ironic insight says, "It
takes more than going down to your local video store and renting Easy
Rider to be a Revolutionary." It also takes more than a shallow,
platitudinous movie to come to terms with the deeper implications of
the 60's influence and failure to influence our own time.

Notes from the Underground
Readings, Performances and Environment
Trinity audiences.
ground employees take your orThe whole Underground scene der right from your seat. Everybrings a certain word to mind: re- one is welcome to come in the
laxing. The menu offers a great Underground and do his or her
The Underground coffeehouse selection of snacks such as own thing. The employers enis now in its fourth year here at cakes.cookies, veggies, juices and courage people to do their homeTrinity. Formerly a .storage room, of course, coffee. The coffee is work there without any pressure
it is located in the far, north, end of great but best of all, its extremely to order anything. Whether you
Mather Hall, adjacent to the Mari- inexpensive as are all theirsnacks. want to discuss the false chicken
Its dim lit room filled with art symbol in Nietzsche's work or
ott offices. This semester, the
prints,
cozy sofas, coffee cups, ramble about the political significoffeehouse will be open from 8and
candles
establish a friendly cance of Spam, the Underground
12 p.m. Tuesday-Thursday.
Many people are unware that atmosphere. One great thing is is open for all. It's on campus and
the Underground exists, while that you seat yourself and Under- offersanon-alcoholicalternative.
others seem to avoid the place for
various reasons. According to
Underground staff, some students
eschew the coffeehouse because
they feel intimidated - convinced
Auditions will be held in Hartford for musicians interested
that they are not the proper "type"
in attending the Boston University School of Music or the 1990
of crowd. And they are wrong.
summer season of the Boston University Tanglewood Institute
Those who organize and staff the
on Saturday, March 2 from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Greater Hartford
club want it to be an environment
Academy of the Performing Arts.
open to everyone.
To make an audition appointment, please phone Ms, Jane
The Underground offers a va- Knox at 429-8288 between 6 and 10 p.m. For further informariety of entertainment: musical
tion, including application and scholarship material, write to
performances, poetry readings and
Boston University Tanglewood Institute, 855 Commonwealth
theatre acts. Babylon Rug, Greasy
Ave., Boston, MA 02215, or telephone (617) 353-3386. StuSpoon, and Three Bearded Nuns,
dents unable to audition in person may send audition tapes.
talented student bands, have perDeadline for taped_ auditions is March 16.
formed in the .Underground for
-by Roger ParkArts Writer

Boston University Auditions
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Foreign Study List
NAME AND CLASS

WHEN/PROGRAM

Abuza, Zachary '91
Alexander, Katherine '91

89/90 CIEE/Nanjing
89/90 BESGL

Allan, Jonathan '91
Andrade, Eduardo '91

s90 U. Antwerp/ Eur.
Studies
s90 Syracuse in Madrid

Ascona, Lourdes '91
Barzun, Mariana '91
Bayliss, Patrick '91
Becker, Kirsten A.,'91
Botsvert, Christienne B. '91
Brick, William '91

s90 UEA/EAS
s90 lES/London
s90 lES/London
s90 Boston U./London
89/90 Smith College
S90TC/RC

Kolin, Lawrence '91

s90 TC/RC

Lamer, Hiedi '91

s90 Wesleyan in Paris

Leonard, Lisa '91

BESGL

Lincoln, Jennifer J. '91
Lindsay, Christine J.'91

s90 Butler'ISA Univ./College
s90 ICCS/Rome

Longboy, Bernadette A. '91
Lucas, Gina C. '91

s90 IES Sapnia, Tokyo
s90IES/Milan

Lucey, Michelle M.'91
Mauricio, Lillia M.'91
McCormack, Mary '91
McWhirter, Brook '91
Medbery, Russell '91

S9Q BESGL
89/90 lES/Soohia, Tokyo
s90 Syracuse in Florence
89/90 Soonia U., Tokyo
s90 Beaver CCEA/Galway

Melnik, Betsey '91
Milbourne, Gregory '91
MIHer, Valerie F. '91
Moran, David S. '91

s90 Syracuse in Strasbourg
89/90 Amer. Coll. Consortium/
USSR
390 Wesleyan In Paris
s90 TC/RC

Moran, Jennifer '91
Murray, Tijuana '91

s90 IES Vienna
s90 TC/RC

Nevares, Maria '91

Ochoa, Alana '91
Oram, Tony M. '91
Paruszewski, Anthony '91

s90 Butler/ISA/INSTEP/
Intern
s90 Butler ISA/U.
Sydney
89/90 Butler ISA/Lancaster
s90 Madarin Trng. Cntr./Taiwan
$90 Butler ISA/U.Sydney

Peskin, Margie '90
Pimpilla, Andrea '91

s90 lES/Nantes
s90 TC/RC

Pomerantz, Aaron '91
Redgate, Stephen '91
Reed, Valerie '91
Reinis, Jessica E. '91
Russell, N. Grace '91

89/90 Univ. of Wisconsin/Nepal
s90 Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
89/90 Sweet Briar in Paris
s90 Syracuse in Florence
s90 Yale-in-China

Schulz, Brian '91
Scully, Joia '91
Stevenson, Mark '91

89/90 lES/Vienna
s90 EIL/Nepal
s90 TC/RC

Stewart, Mahlon K. '91

S90TC/RC

Swanson, Susanna '91
Taubenheim, Eric '91
Vu, May Lin X. '91
Waterman, Daniel F. '91

s90 Butler ISA/Sussex
s90 Wesleyan in Paris
s90 Wesfeyan in Paris
s90 Heidelberg Col/Heidelberg

Watkins, Heather '91
Watson, Corey '91

s90 Butler ISA/INSTEP/lntern
$90 Amer. Univ. in Cairo

Wells, James B. '91

s90 TC/RC

Wilner, Elizabeth '91
Zanner, Brendan '91

89/90 St. Andrews U.
s90 IES Vienna

Zoltowski, Scott M. '91

s90 Swedish Program

Newcomb, Andrew L. '91

MAILING ADDRESS
(See Special Labels)
British & European Studies Gro 11 York Terrace East Regent's Park London
NW1 APT, England
c/o European Studies Program, University of Antwerp
(UIA) Universiteitsolein 1 3-2610 Antwerp, BELGIUM
Syracuse University Center Inst. Internacional en Espafia Miguel Angel 8, Despacho 110
29010 Madrid, SPAIN
Waveny Terrace, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
Institute of European Studies 49 Doughty Street, London WC1, England
Institute of European Studies 49 DOughty Street, London, WC1, ENGLAND
43 Harrington Gardens Kensington London SW 4JU, ENGLAND
Smith College Jr. Year Abroad 20, rue General Dufour 1204 Geneva, SWITZERLAND
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Olio dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivtf del Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Wesleyan Program in Paris Ried Hall 4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris FRANCE
British and European Study Group 11 York Terrace East
Regent's Park London NW1 4PT ENGLAND
30 Gledstanes Rd. London W14, ENGLAND
Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies-Stanford, U. via A. Algardi #19 Rome, ITALY
00152
c/o Mr. Elichi Hasegawa 1251-10 Ojichno Choia 299-31, JAPAN
Inst. of Euro. Stud., c/o IULM Scuoia di Relazioni
Pubbliche Via Bertani, 2 20145 Milano, ITALIA
British & European Studies Gro 11 York Terrace East, London WC1 4PT, ENGLAND
c/o Fushako Ishida 4-15-6 Matsubara Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156, JAPAN
Syracuse University Center, Piazza Savonarola 15, 1-50132 Florence, ITALY
International Women's House 3-10-18 Heiwadeai, Nerima-ku Tokyo 176, JAPAN
c/o Beaver College The Merrion Business Center 20, Upper Merrion Street Dublin 2,
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Universite de Syracuse 7, Rue Schiller 67000, Strasbourg, FRANCE
MOSKA 113534 Ul. KIROVOGRADSKAIA DOM 25 KOM 50 GREGORY MILBOURNE,
USSR
Wesleyan Program In Paris Reid Hall 4, rue de Chevreuse 75006 Paris, FRANCE
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo deo Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Institut fur Europaishe Stud. Palais Corbelli, Johannesgasse 7 A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
c/o Butler Inst.-Study Abroad 118 Darlington Rd., Darlington (Sydney) New South Wales
AUSTRALIA
c/o Butler Inst.-Study Abroad 118 Darlington Rd.
Darlington (Sydney) New South Wales 2008, AUSTRALIA
c/o Grizedale College University of Lancaster, Lancaster LA1 4YW, ENGLAND
c/o Butler Inst.-Study Abroad 118 Darlington Rd., Darlington (Sydney) New South Wales
2998, AUSTRALIA
Institut d' Etudes Europeennes 7, rue des Cadeniers, 44000 Nantes, FRANCE
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivi dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
College Year in Nepal P.O. Box 3059 Kathmandu, NEPAL
c/o Beaver College 11 Palace Court London W2 4LP, ENGLAND
Chez Mme. de Langautier 26 Rue Daubigny 75077 Paris, FRANCE
Syracuse University Center Piazza Savonarola 15,1-50132 Florence, ITALY
Off ice of International Progs, c/o United College
Chinese Univ. ot Hong-Kong, Shatin, New Territories, HONG KONG
Institut fur Europalsche Studien Johannesgasse 7, A-1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
c/o School for International Training Box 1373, Kathmandu, NEPAL
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Norwich House 87 University of Sussex London BNI 9QS, ENGLAND
Wesleyan Program in Paris Reid Hall 4, rue de Chevreuse 75006 Paris, FRANCE
Wesleyan Program in Paris Reid Hall Program 4, rue Chevreuse 75006 Paris, FRANCE
The American Junior Year at Heidelberg University Hauptstrasse 133 6900 Heidelberg,
WEST GERMANY
c/o INSTEP, London 21 Pembridge Gardens London W2 4EB, ENGLAND
The American University, Cairo c/o Office of Student Affairs 113 Kasr El Aini 11511
Cairo, EGYPT
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
5 Eden Court University of St. Andrews St. Andrews, Fife KY16,9AJ SCOTLAND
Institut fur Europaisch Stud. Palais Corporelli, Johannegasse 7 A1010 Vienna,
AUSTRIA
The Swedish Program Stockholm Universitet, Institute for European Studies s-106-91
Stockholm, SWEDEN
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Sports
Women's Squash; Belated Preview
-Special to the TripodThe 1990 Women's Squash
team is a more cohesive squad
than last year's—sporting serious
depth on the ladder with some
talented, hard working individuals. If all goes well, this young
squad could brand in the record
books an impressive #3 ranking
in the nation behind powerhouses
Harvard and Princeton.
Head Coach Wendy Bartlett
is very excited about this year's
season. In particular, the freshmen have provided the t^am with
the dedication and athletic talent
necessary for a successful season.
At the top of this year's ladder is
freshman sensation Sarah Hammond. Playing at the #3 and #4
positions is Elisabeth Delduca.
Always willing to improve,
Delduca should surprise herself
with some big upsets this year.
Susie Dyson, playing at #5 had
moved up the ladder since earlier
this season and has shown that she
can hit with the best of them.
Playing at #7 is Minna Kim, a
fighter who will not hesitate to
stretch and dive for every point.
A pleasant surprise on this year's
team is Amy Chick. Amy has
improved tremendously already
at #8; she should hold her own
and provide some crucial wins at
the lower part of the ladder.
Captaining this year's team

are seniors Robin Silver and
Phoebe Silvester. Silver switches
with Delduca at the #3 and #4
positions. Phoebe, who is the
only four year veteran, is currently at # 6. Playing at the #2
spot is junior Courtney Geelan.
Geelan enters her third year as a
player in the top four. At the
lower part of the ladder are experienced sophomores Sybil Price
and Christina Davison. Sophomores Holly Stewart, Stephanie
Spharr, Stephanie Noyes and Elisabeth Tomlinson round out the
squad.
Before the break the squad
played Harvard at home. Supported by a large crowd, the squad
suffered an impressive 6-3 loss.
Silver, Dyson, and Price provided the wins for the match. After
the Boston trip, the team started
their schedule at Smith, playing
Smith and Penn in one day. Penn
was definitely a challenge for the
lady Bants as Penn was ready to
avenge losses to Trinity in the
past few years. But, the score
showed that Trinity could carry
on their tradition with another
Penn defeat as Trinity won the
match with a strong 6-3 win.
Hammond won 3-1, and Geelan
came through in a close 3-2 battle
at #2. Silver won 3-1, Delduca
won easily (4-0) as did Amy
Chick. Minna Kim also won with
an exciting 3-2 battle to clinch the

6th win. Dyson, Sylvester and
Price all lost 3-2, and showed
thattheirnextmatchshouldleave
their opponents worried.
Trinity defeated Smith easily 9-0. In fact, Davison, Stewart, and Spharr played at 10-12
and all won decisively 3-0. Trinity lost two games in the whole
match out of twelve individual
matches. On the 27th the Bantams hosted Tufts. Trinity won
all of their matches 3-0. Holly
Stewart played in her first varsity
match and won 3-0. Even with
injured Sarah Hammond and
Phoebe Sylvester missing the
match, the squad proved that they
had the depth to pull through a
decisive victory as Spharr,
Tomlinson, and Noyes won at
the lower end of the ladder as
well.
This Thursday, Feb. 1, the
women will travel to Yale for
what promises to be a very exciting and hopefully close match.
Trinity needs to be mentally, as
well as physically, ready to meet
the Bulldogs. They are relying
on the middle part of the ladder
to come through with some big
wins. The week ends with a big
double header as the women will
host Intercollegiate champions
Princeton on Saturday the third
at 3pm and then at 10am on
Sunday against Franklin and
Marshall. Before the team will

•Ifp'

Dennis McCoy '92 looks to pass.

be able to blink, the Intercollegiate Team Tournament at Yale
called the Howe Cup will take
place on the weekend of February
11. This is a very exciting tournament for all four divisions. Trinity will hope to finish at the top

.pr
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photo by Sue Muik

this year at the Division I level.
Evidently, the next few weeks
will provide some key matches,
and a lot of squash. Just a reminder, fans are encouraged to
come and are always welcome

Domestic Study List
Ahmad, Furhana '91
Bishop, Joycelin '91

Bond, Mindy '91
Coleman, Kathryn '91

Cushman, Jessica "90
Davis, Terrell '91
Honikel, Chistina '91
Manley, Jennifer'91
Spaulding, Stephen '91
Stormer, Susan '90
Weaver, Laura '90
Welles, Charles'90
Wells, Channing '92

Woo, Rebecca '90

HinmanBox 4576 Dartmouth College,
Hanover NH 03755
East Campus 1420 Columbia University
s90 Columbia University
70 Morningside Drive NY, New York, New York
10027
PO Box 6290 Wesleyan Station
s90 12CE/Wesleyan
Middletown CT 06457
Capital
Hall #316 American University/
s90 American U/Politics
Tenley Campus 4400 Massachusettes Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20016
8990 Experimental Theater/NYU
117 Prospect Ave. #3R Brooklyn NY 11217
Meriden
Hill Hall 260116th St NW
s90 Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20009
Wesleyan
Station Middletown, CT 06457
s90 12CE/Wesleyan
Box
3149
Williams College Williamstown, MA 01267
s90 12CE/Williams
3511 Jackson Street Sanf rancisco, CA 94118
s90 Univ of Calif ./Berkeley
1801 Cindylee Ave. Anchorage, AK 99507
8990 University of Alaska
Box 5421 Wesleyan Station Wesleyan University
8990 12CE/Wesleyan
Middletown CT 06457
43
Irving Avenue Providence Rl
02906
8990 Brown University
Williams/Mystic
Maritme
Studies
Program
s90 Williams/ Mystic
Mystic, CT 06355
591
AndoverSt., Lowell MA 01852
8990 Harvard University

s9012CE/Dartmouth

You are cordially Invited to attend the Dance'and
Theater'-Department's meeting for perspective majors
and -students' interested in the/Trinity/La Mama/ Program.

Thursday February 15th at 4:30 in the Green Room,
Austin Arts Center
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Sports
BOXSEATS
By Patrick Keane
Why do we call hunting a sport? How much dexterity
does it take to sneak up behind Bambi® and shoot him in the
rear? I am sure that this response to the supposed sport of
hunting will cause a lot of you hillbilly, gun-toting, NRA
members to raise you perverbial arms but I must question your
activity.
Men dressed in camouflage, wearing fluorescent orange
hats load up their gun racks and head for the rugged terrain
indigenous to the domestic deer. Bambi® and the splendid
spoils are their quest. It is the duty of the hunter to hault the
overpopulation of our forests and to keep the occupation of
taxidermy in vogue.
If these "athletes" wore loin cloths and wielded spears in
their quest for game we might be cajoled into deeming hunting
sport. I just do not see the skill required to shoot a double-barrel
shotgun filled with buckshotata stationary deer. Itis interesting
that we live in a country that sees barbarism as sport. Actually
this hunting thing might be a good idea considering the
overpopulation of the United States. We can establish a human
season where we will kill off the unnecessary expansions of
people on the continent. Also, human heads will make a very
decorative mounting over any fireplace.
In trying to substantiate the existence of hunting certain
individuals have tried comparing it to other sports. For example,
do football players feel the need to strap the carcass of the
defeated team on the front of their Surburbans? Teams could
engage in illegal poaching and kill the opposing team's
quarterback before the game even starts. Instead of using
trainers to help the injured players on the sidelines, teams
could implement taxidermists and stuff players on the field.
This practice might seem a bit extreme but it will completely
eliminate the disabled list.
Should we admire the tremendous physical fitness of the
hunter, who tracks the ferocious deer without trepidation?
Years of grits and beer have finely honed the body of the hunter
who must trek through the forest and hills for his prey. Without
further offending anymore hunters, or excuse me "athletes", I
will no longer question their sport but merely their intent.

Hockey Loses to UConn, Tops Fairfield
-By Rick ZednikSports Editor

4:13 in the second UConn opened
a scoring rush which would yield
three goals in four minutes. Tom
With a record of 11-4 and a
twelfth victory within grasp, an Scull '92 scored to bring Trinity
awakening may not have appeared within two and UConn then netto be a priority for Trinity' s hockey ted one more before the end of the
team, butthat is exactly what they period. The Bantams played exreceived in the third period of cellent hockey in the third period
their game at Fairfield on Satur- and Mike Murphy '90 scored
day night. The team was coming twice to close the gap. The game
off of a second straight defeat at ended, however, handing Trinity
the hands of UConn when some a second consecutive loss.
The Bantams had already
cheap shots by Fairfield players
and a subsequent bench-clearing smoked Fairfield by an 8-0 score
brawl sparked a fire within the earlier in the season and Coach
Bantams which they hope will Dunham's squad expected to
carry them through the remainder break their current losing streak.
This they did, scoring twice in the
of the season.
Last Wednesday, following initial period, once in the second,
a 6-1 loss to A.I.C., the icemen and thrice in the third, while alskated into Storrs to take on the lowing only one goal in each of
Huskies of UConn. Larry Trin- the latter two periods. With the
ceri '91 gave the Bants the lead score showing a 5-1 advantage
with a goal 3:39 into the game. for the guests in the third period,
Bryan Krygier put the puck past the frustrated Fairfield players
Trinity goaltender Steve Gorman delivered a few ethically and le'90 to tie the score. The Bantams gally questionable blows.
Trinity players decided not
then failed to convert on a twoman advantage before three con- to take anymore garbage and a
secutive penalties got them into melee ensued, clearing both
trouble in the waning minutes of benches. After nearly ten minutes
of delay and the levying of penalthe first period.
ties,
including a five minute maGorman was tough during the
long shorthanded stretch, but at jor to Tom Presz '92 and an ejec-

tion for Brad Cutting' 93, the game
resumed. One more goal was
netted by each side and Trinity
went home with a 6-2 win. Among
those scoringforTrinitywereBrad
Strahorn '93 twice, Bill Macartney '90, Eric McGanahan '93,
Eric Laakso '90, and tri-captain
Murphy who stated, "we're beginning to take the body with the
forecheck and our younger guys
are scoring more."
The Bantams are looking
forward to their seven remaining
league games with high expectations. Tri-captain Gorman explained the team's status: "The
two important lessons we've
learned are that we have to stay
out of the penalty box because we
can beat anyone five on five and
that we must be a little more intense. These will be especially
important for the Iona game."
They play host to Iona at 7:30
Thursday night in a game that
should determine home ice advantage for the playoffs. Then
Assumption
comes
to
Kings wood-Oxford rink for a 5:00
game on Saturday. All Trinity
faithful are encouraged to show
up and root for the Bantams,
because you can make a difference.

We need winter sports
writers, Contact the Tripod
Box 1310

High Spirits Liquors
Kegs
Buschl/2
Miller Lite 1/2
Buschl/4
Miller Lite 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2 Rolling Rock 1/2
Bud 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4
Bud 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2

Liquor Specials
Tequila Cuervo (1.75 liter)
Captain Morgan
Bacardi Rum
Yukon Jack
Senator's Club
$9.99

\

237 White Street
525-2221
Free Delivery
Beer Specials
St. Pauli Girl Light or Dark (12 oz.)
$4.99+
Corona
$4.99+
Mil's Best (suitcase)
$5.99+
Carling Black Label (bar bottles)
$6.99/case
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Men's Basketball
Trinity 75, W.P.I. 63

Hockey

UConn 5, Trinity 4
1
1
Trinity (75) - Chris Hinchey 1 0 2, Joe Trinity (11-4)
2 4
UConn (11-8-1)
1
4
ReiSSy 6 6 18, Mike Allen 5 0 14, Pieter
0 5
van der Heide 0 0 0,Mark ©'Day 4 1 9 ,
Goals: Larry Trinceri, Tom Sculi,
Matt Vaughn 2 2 6, Dennis McCoy 1 0
Mike Murphy(2)
2, Michael Stubbs 8 8 24. Totals: 27 17 Saves: Steve ©orrttan and Rich
Getzoff 28 combined.
Three point goals: T - Allen (4)
Trinity 6, Fairfield 2
Trinity 74, Conn. College 71 (OT)
trinity (12-4)
1
3-6
2
Trinity (75) - Chris Hinchey 5 0 10, Joe IFairfield (7-8-2)
1
1 -2
0
fteilly 8 2 18, Mike Allen 2 0 4, Pieter
van der Heicie 4 0 11,Mark O'Day 1 0 2, Goals: Brad Strahorn(2), Bill
Matt VaughnO 0 0, Dennis McCoy 1 0 3, Macartney, Eric McGranahan, Eric
Laakso, Mike Murphy.
Michael Stubbs 10 4 24Mark
Saves: Steve Gorman 34.
Horncastle 1 0 2. Totals: 32 6

Three point goals: T - Vanderheide (3),

Befuddled Cognomen

1. Alaa Abdelnaby
Women's Basketball
2. Baskerville Holmes
Conn College 95, Trinity 52
3. Abdul Shamsid-Deen
IVinity (52) - Lisa OConnell 1 2 4,
Kathy Ennis 2 1 5 , Karen Farquhar 7 2
t. Slobodan Zivojinovic
16, Jackie Kupa 1 0 2, Kathy Moyagh 1
4. Dikembe Motumbo
5 7, Jodi Falcigno 1 2 4, Maureen
Strickland 5 1 13, Laura Petrovic 0 1 1 . 5. Garcia Major
Totals 18 14
6. Lyman DePriest
Three point goals: T - Strickland(2)
7. Bjorn Nittmo
Pro Bowl results
1989 - AFC 34, NFC 3 1985 - AFC 22, NFC 14 8. All Haji-Shiek
1988 - AFC 15, NFC 6 1984 - NFC 45, AFC 3 9. Detlef Schrempf
1987 -AFC 10, NFC 6 1983 - NFC 20, AFC 19
1986 - NFC 28, AFC 24 1982 - AFC 16, NFC 13 10. UweBlab
McCoy

This week's
College View Athlete
of the week is
Senior Michael
Stubbs. Stubbs
scored 24 points in
a pair of victories,
including a tripledouble.

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

Tuesday is $3Pitcher Night at Tlve-VieW

..li-.-y.ji1

Men's Basketball Beat W.P.I, and Camels

Stubbs Leads Bantams to Consecutive Victories
WPI hit an off-balanced threepointer at the buzzer. The teams
-By Cara Cahalanwent into the second period even
Sports Writer
at 32.
Mike Allen '92 and JoeReilly
Back on track, the men's '91' started hitting from the outbasketball team was able to defeat side as the game recommenced
a close competitor, Worcester and the Bants sprung to take over
Poly-Tech, last Wednesday night the game. WPI began to get nervat Ooosting Gym. Once again, ous which lead to foul trouble.
the star of the night was senior Two players fouled out of the
Michael Stubbs. Stubbs tallied contest and Trinity stretched their
an unbelievable 22 rebounds, 12 lead to ten points. The Engineers
blocked shots, 80% from the line attempted a comeback, but the
and 24 points. From the opening Bants shut them down and built
whistle Stubbs was on, scoring up the ten point difference once
the first basket with a slam-dunk. again.
Trinity came out strong and
Freshman Mark O'Day had
was able to take an early lead, but his best showing yet, bringing
WPI called a time-out and got down ten boards and adding nine
their game in order. With first points. O'Day has been steadily
game jitters out of the way, the improving throughout the season
Engineersfoughtback and gained and should be a player to look for
a two point command. From then in future games. At game's end
on the game was played tooth and the Bants had defeated WPI 75nail, each team matching the other 63, and brought themselves once
basket for basket. At the close of again above .500.
the half it looked as if Trinity
Saturday evening, Goach
would have a three point edge, but
Ogrodnick's squad traveled to

New London to take on 9-5 Connecticut College and try to improve their winning record. Things
were not looking good for the
visiting Bantams, as they trailed
37-29 at the half. They were,
however, taking it to supposedly
superior team.
The second half had a new
look and Trinity capitalized on
their opportunity to even the score.
The two teams were locked at 65
when regulation time elapsed.
Nineteen seconds into overtime, Peter Vanderheide '93 hit
one of his three three-pointers and
the Bantams never looked back.
The final score read Trinity 74,
Conn College 71. Stubbs paced
the team with 24 points
and Reilly and Vanderheide
chipped in 18 and 11 points, respectively, to help up the Bants'
record to 7-5,
This week the record will be
put to a test in the form of visiting
teams from Clark tonight at 8pm,
Bates at 8p.m. Friday and Bowdoin at 3pm Saturday.

Mike Stubbs '90 pulls down yet another rebound .

photo by Sue Muik

Women's Basketball Suffers Through Tough Week
-By Mark GrubaSports Writer
The Women's Basketball
team, plagued by injuries . to
Kirsten Kolstad '91 and Amy
Chiodo '92 went 0-2 this week
dropping decisions to Western
Connecticut State 66-52 and
Connecticut College 95-52.

It was last Tuesday when went with a smaller but quicker the season, losing by 43. The
Western Conn., 14-2 and ranked lineup to combat Western Conn.' s offense never got on track, due
#12 nationally, rolled into Oosting speed. Jody Falcigno '93 got the largely to a wicked half court trap
Gym looking to make short work start, giving the unit speed and by the Lady Camels (thank God
of the Lady Bants. However, •relentless defense. The backcourt it's their nickname). Defensively,
despite shooting a paltry 23.9% tandem, as usual, was Kathy Ennis the Lady Bants had problems
from the floor, ihe Lady Bants '90 and Kathy Moynagh, who keeping Conn. College off the
scrapped their way into the game, continues to play despite having boards, which resulted in many
trailing by only eight at the half injured her shooting hand two second chance baskets.
before finally falling by 14.
weeks ago. The trio of guards
This problem was comHead Coach Maureen Pine were joined up front by Karyn pounded when Kupa picked up
Farquhar'90,fresh off herrecord her third foul late in the first half.
performance, and Chiodo, who
Farquhar, for her part, was steady
would play until spraining her
as usual, pumping in 16. Theonly
ankle just before halftime.
Western Conn, came out
strong, building an 11 point lead.
The Lady Bants extended their
man defense and cut the lead to
• 35-27 atthe half. Jackie Kupa'93
started the secondhalf for Chiodo
and the Lady Bants closed the gap -By Susie Dyson and Elisabeth
DelDucato 38^31. Unfortunately, this is as
Special
to the Tripod
close as they would come, as three
straight baskets by the La'dy CoPrinceton, Yale, and F&M.
lonials made the score 44-31.
That's who the Trinity women's
Western Conn, used their squash team had to play over the
height advantage, with Trinity last week. Though they lost to the
minus Chiodo, to increase the lead Ivies, the Lady Bants came shinto 18. However, there was no quit ing through to beat F&M, one of
our biggest matches of the seain the Lady Bants, who continued son.
to scrap and hustle. Debbie Glew
Losses to Yale(8-1) and Prin'90, Allison Bolk'93, andLisaO' ceton(9-0) did not crush the
Connell '93 sliced into the lead momentum of the women, going
down the stretch, making the final into the F&M match.
a respectable 66-52. After the
Putting the pair of losses
game Coach Pine remarked, , behind them, the Bants were ready
"There's no shame inlosingby 14 to roll, and that's just what they
to the #12 team in the nation." did. First the even numbered
She also praised her players in- players went on to battle a confident F&M. Courtney "We have
tensity.
towin!!"Geelan,playing#2, was
Four days later, last Saturday off the court first with a quick and
at Conn. College, the Lady Bants decisive win relinquishing only
were handed their worst defeat of one game to her opponent. Shortly
ArTouh^

other spark came from Maureen
Strickland '92, who broke out of a
shooting slump with 13 points,
including two three-pointers.
The losses put the Lady Bants
record at 6-7 for the season. Fortunately, their next three games
are home, tomorrow at 7:30
against Wesleyan, Friday at 6:00
against Bates, and Saturday at
12:30 against Bowdoin. The
friendly confines of Oosting Gym
should provide an environment
more'conducive to winning.

Women's Squash
Loses Pair, Beats F&M

Matt Vaughn "9i ,.or fc , pa s l Engineer

after, Elizabeth "the DUKE" Del
Duca, playing #4, came off the
court with.a 3-1 win over a girl
with quite a reputation. Next,
came Christina Davison, playing
#10, who walloped her opponent
3-0.
Down 2-1, co-captain Phoebe
Sylvester, playing #6, came back
to win 3-2 in an exciting tiebreaker
in the fifth. Her greafeoncentration and control led her to victory.
Then off the court came Amy
Chick. Another five game match,
unfortunately it was to F&M's
favor. Amy played well, though,
and gave it her all.
These early-match victories
provided a cushion for the ensuing odd-numbered matches.
Minna Kim, playing #7, was the
first player off for the odds. Kim,
with a slightly injured foot, was
unable to defeat her opponent.
Then off the. court came Robin
Continued on Page 21
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